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Lady Knights begin TAAC tournament play tomorrow- see sports, page 28

entral -F lorida Future
Men win TAAC, on to national toumament
•

D Men's basketball
team wins right to go
to NCAA Tournament..

UCF basketball has been void
of excitement since the team
entered Division I in 1984. The
Knights have not had a winning

season until this year. However,
with the addition of Speraw this
year and some transfer players, the
team has gone where no UCF squad

has ever gone before.
"This is what all of us are in this
for," said Speraw.
Speraw's emphasis on defense,

by TONY HUTCHESON
Staff Writer

•
•
•

'

In the spirit of Dick Vitale:
Get your tuxedos ready Central
Florida, because UCF is going to
the "Big Dance," baby!
Before a crowd of 2,389 at the
UCF Aren~ and in front of a live,
national television audience
watching the finals on ESPN, the
UCF Golden Knights made history
by defeating Stetson University in
the Trans America Athletic
Conference
championship
Saturday70-67. With the win, UCF
earned its first ever spot in the
NCAA Division I tournament.
"In the past few years we haven't
. had this kind of excitement," said
junior guard Darryl Davis. "This is
what you dream about as a kid."
"It's obviously exciting. It's
great for the school," said head
coach Kirk Speraw.

'

•
•

DeHoog/ Future

Chuck Roberts, center for UCF's men's basketball team, celebrates the Knights' 70-67 victory over
the Stetson Hatters Saturday. With the win, UCF advanced to th_e NCAA tournament.

a national problem

O Hazing has evolved
from physical to
mental abuse.

Edith Davis, told reporters.
because of hazing.
As of Feb. 23, seven fraternity
As the recent incident shows,
members had been charged with . hazing is alive and well in
involuntary manslaughter and American
colleges
and
hazing, three others face hazing universities. Although physical
charges, and six alumni fraternity punishment actually has been on
members were charged with the wane in recent years as a result
hazing, said Ann Hayes, the of increased awareness and
university's news bureau director. prosecution, more insidious,
Police are continuing their "invisible" mental abuse of
investigation.
fraternity and sorority pledges

CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo. Michael Davis hoped one day to
win a Pulitzer Prize for_reporting,
a dream that was cut tragica11y
short by a beating allegedly
administered by his own fraternity
brothers.
Davis, 25, a junior in journalism
and staff writer at Southeast
Missouri State University's student
newspaper, The Capaha Arrow,
died Feb. 15 of blunt trauma to the
head. Kappa Alpha Psi pledges
told police Davis had co11apsed
while running through a gantlet of
punches at a footba11 field. Instead
of being taken to a hospital, he was
carried to an off-campus apartment
where he died.
Family members said it was not
the first time Davis had been beaten,
and they had begged the young
man to give up pledging for the
fraternity after he returned home
one day with a scratch on his nose.
"When I asked him why he
wanted to pledge this fraternity, he
said, 'Ma, when you're pledged,
you have to take it,"'his mother,

In Features
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Hazing
College Press Service

•
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Who's going to win an
Oscar? Who knows, but
here are our picks ...
Page R7

which he brought from his tenure as
assistant coach at the University of
Florida, boosted the team this season.
Speraw ~so brought his experience
from PensacolaJuniorCollege where
hewent82-21 overthreeyears,earning
National Junior College Coach of the
Year honors in 1990.
"I've been very fortunate to
have good players," said Speraw
on his head coaching success. "It's
important to have people who are
willing to be unselfish."
The Knights had to win two
games to get to the T AAC
Championship Game. Thursday
they played solid defense against a
bigger Mercer University and
cruised to a 90-68 victory.
Friday was not so easy as they
faced Centenary College, the
number four seed. In the up-tempo
mode that both squads like to play,
UCF led by as much as 16 points.
The Gents, however, did not give
up and closed the gap to four points
with 41 seconds in the contest.
But, the Knights held them off for
a 93-89 victory.
See NCAA, page 24

.,,

·Things have gone underground on many
campuses because national fraternities
have taken very strong, positive steps to
eliminate in [hazing].
-Larry Lunsford
director of student affairs, University of Florida
A Feb. 22 memorial service was
held on campus. "I think the whole
campus here is mourning the
death," Hayes said.
Davis was a dedicated student
hoping for a bright future in
newspapers. "He seemed to know
where he was going and what he
was doing in journalism," Hayes
said.
University President Kala
Stroup ordered the Kappa Alpha
Psi chapter permanently banished
from campus. The group had been
suspended in 1988 for a year

continues.
Stiffer, anti-hazing regulations
in recent years - 38 states outfaw
it - have made a difference in
deterring physical abuse of pledges,
said Larry Lunsford, director of
student affairs at Florida
International University in Miami.
Until the last 20 years, incidents in
which pledges were publicly
humiliated, paddled, forced to
consume often deadly amounts of
alcohol, beaten to death, or
See HAZING, page 8

In Opinion
Banning beer commercials
won't do anything to stop
drinking ...
Page 11
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Hilt answers student body questions at open forum
Questions asked at
open forum ranged
from more parking to
better teachers.

byDEBB KANE
Staff writer

The questions flew fast and
furious at UCF's Wild Pizza
where President Hitt and
members of his administration
gave students an open
opportunity to quiz them o~
various issues. The hot topic for
this session was based on two
main issues: the UCF Arboretum
and the competency of UCF

faculty members.
Provost Whitehouse was
asked about a professor from
engineering who seemed to be
more interested in research than
in teaching. The student asked
l]ow the university could condone
such a practice. Whitehouse, who
was the dean of engineering prior
to becoming provost, responded
that most professors in that area
do a lot of research because they
are involved with the university's
Research Program and there are
many graduate students who
participate. He stated that this
fact is one which sets UCF apart
and makes it unique, and that he
would try to turn the students
around and show them the
positive aspect. Hitt was quick to

comment
that in no
way did he
want to see
a student
a c c ep t
inferior
teaching
due to the
Hitt emphasis on
research,
but also added he felt that UCF' s
faculty was a quality one. "We
never want to lose the emphasis
on high quality undergraduate
education at UCF," he said. "So
if there is a high level of interest
in~ research and in students, I
guess it doesn't matter that much
if it's 51-49, OK, but if what the
student is implying is that he and
other students are not getting

adequate professional attention
from the faculty. that's a problem
and I think we have to address
that."
Another question, which
also involved the engineering
department, stated that one of
the professors simply read from
a book and did not actually teach
the class, and was unable to, or
would not, answer the students'
questions. Hitt responded that
the first thing that should be done
was to talk to the chair of the
department or the dean about it,
"because if what he is suggesting
is that they do not know their
material, then that's pretty
serious." He said that he felt most
faculty members were very
selective about choosing their
peers, but that there could be an

occasional error. so he ad ·i ed
the person to report the
discrepancies. Whitehou e
commented that the student
should definitely let the
department chair know about it,
because this is something very
important to them.
Additional questions were
asked about the feasibility of
additional courses at UCF, which
was answered by saying that if
more money becomes available,
UCF will see additional courses.
Also questions about the
placement of the Arboretum,
which is still being debated. Most
of the questions were answered
by saying if the legislators give
UCF more money, then the
necessary additions can be
addressed.
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Until there's a cure, there's the American Diabetes Association.
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Alafaya McDonald's Supports
UCF Knights
Buy Ahy Large Sandwich & Get One Free
(Free Sandwich Must Be of Eaual or Lesser Value) _
Valid Until March 3), 1994

1•
•

Not good in conjunction with any other offer. ·One coupon per person per visit.

Offer good only at these McDonald's:
12305 University Blvd • 10413 Colonial Dr. • 7409 E. Colonial Dr.

•

Free Soft Drink, Tea and Coffee Refills

---- -------------------------------------~-----------~---------------

•

•

UCF entertained by modem opera

,.
•
•

•

•

•

by ANDI JOHNSON
Staff writer

"Oh, Mommy, I like her
pretty dress!" Anne Marie Summers whispered excitedly when
the first set of dancers from
DANCE ALIVE! glided onto the
stage of the Visual Arts Auditorium March 2. To Summer's delight, their green and mauve tiedye-like outfits shimmered beneath the theater's lights.
The costumes. however,
were the last thing on the dancers'
minds as they mentally prepared
for the first performance,
'Couples.'
Bulgarian dancer Anna
Vladislavova explained, "When
you're first on stage, you don't
know how the audience will be.
Even the lights are unfamiliar. But
after the first moment, you are
fine. It's ~ike - oh my gosh!"
Dancer Kenneth Balint said,
"I like 'Couples.' I like the way it
moves. It's the hardest [dance],
the most technically demanding.
You usually have a chance to rest,
but in 'Couples,' you're always
on stage."
Children showed their appreciation with pattering applause
that continued throughout the per-

formance. Student Monica
Mahtani could hardly contain her
excitement either, when she said,
"It had explosive impact!
"The most fun piece is the
'Drums,"' Vladislavova said .
Audience member Heidi
Ross agreed, "I liked the 'Drums'
the best. Vecy powerful."
Dr.Stella Sung, the composer of the first part of "Drums"
said, "The company's my inspiration. It's been a really wonderful
co1laboration."
Ril:hdfd Goforth, a music
student at UCF, appreciated the
"celebration of rhythm and patterns of life. It was an interesting
mix of technical with primitive
dance." He also liked the "allAmerican composers adding to
the European tradition of ballet."
Tables draped with checkered ·table cloths dotted the stage
as dancers moved to a variety of
country music from Dolly Parton' s
"Nine to Five" to Bobby Gentry's
"Ode to Billie Joe."
Nora Osorio said, "It was
good. I liked the Western [dance]
because I like jazz. I like the combination of ballet and jazz and
'The Taming of the Shrew.' It was
humorous. Sometimes it'-s hard to
see dance as funny or entertain-

FINANCIAL AID
FOR COLLEGE
•Scholarships
Call

ing."
"The Taming of the Shrew"
was a lively rendition of
Shakespeare's play in which the
dancer bit her partner's leg and
threw imaginary w:i~e!· oato him.
WUCF-FM announcer Jeff
"The Wonderboy" Ross, summed
it up: "I Jaughed. I cried. It was
better than 'Cats.' "

w

•Loans/Grants
•Internships
• Coop P
. rograms

695-6696 Ext. 112
.
The phone number previously listed was incorrect For Electronic Message

~~COMPUTER NUTS

r

Mail order prices .. .locally

Custom PC Systems • Upgrades • Parts • Repairs
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-..

DELUXE SYSTEMS
486DX2·661128K VLB 1559
486DX-50/128K VLB 1529
486DX-40/128K VLB .1439
486DX·33/128K VLB 1439
486SX-25/128K VLB 1219
486DLC·40/128K ISA 1179

CUSTOMIZATIONS
Extra 4 Meg RAM
Extra 12 Meg RAM
VLB IDE with 1/0
VLB Video 1 Meg
425 MB Hard Drive
341 MB Hard Drive
540 MB Hard Drive
387DX40 Math Co.
250 MB Tape Drive

Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add

176
460
20
24
140
60
220
39
· 164

Microsoft Mouse
Add 30
Paradise Accel 24 Add 130
Paradise Value
Add 30
17CTX 1760DF Add 440
1fCTX1561LR Add 100
Add 119
14.4 Fax Modem
24196 Fax Modem Add 42
250VA.UPS
Add 109
Surge Arrest wff el Add 35

Systems Include: Motherboard w/CPU, 4MB RAM, 251 MB Hard DrP.te, 1.2 MB and 1.44 MB Floppy
Drives, IDE 2H/2F/2S/1P/1G Controller, 1 MB Video Card, 14" SVGA .28 NI Monitor, 101 Keyboard,
Case w250 W~tt Power Supply, DOS 6.2, Windows 3.1, 3-Button Mouse

~

HAPPY ST. PATRICK'S DAY FROM COMPUTER NUTS

~

NEC 510 3X CD ROM
389 Pro Audio Spectrum 16
139 Sound Galaxy NX Pro 119
Panasonic CDR 562 CD ROM 209
Sound Blaster 16 Basic
135 80 Watt Speakers
89
Mitsumi CD ROM
159 Sound Blaster Pro Deluxe 119 LABTEC PC Speakers 24
Choose from our selection of CD tittes Great Prices

7359 Lake Underhill Road
(At the corner of Lake Underhill and
Goldenrod at the EW Expressway Exit)

Mon-Sat 1Oam - 6pm

Phone: (407) 382-9031
Fax: (407) 658-9615

VISA, MASTERCARD & DISCOVER ACCEPTED

-B UYING A CAR?

1

f

ToMikEddiEs
AvEl &

EvENTS

Coo11diNATOll

PltONE (407) 67Vf285
Toll Fm 1-300-792-8257

@ .

Four Days in the Sun

CA~CU~

UAStl

From: $360
Trip Includes:
Round Trip Airfare from Miami
Transpo11ation to Hotel, Airport

FOR HONEST, MONEY SAVING ADVICE ON:
CAR SHOPPING TIPS AND TECHNIQUES
CURRENT PRICES ON NEW AND USED VEHICLES
VEHICLE DEPENDABILITY RECORDS
CAR LOANS

CALL:

THE
DRIVER'S
SEAT

Hotel Accommodations (3Nights)

•

Hotel and Depa1ture Taxes

Jim Bruner (407) 872-1200

THE CAR BUYER S CONSULTANT
1

NO ANNVAL FE.E.,, ·
A ~l,,000 <"HIT Ll~IT
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Nebraska women pro~es it is never to old to learn
thought this was something important
and left Lincoln, returning in 1948.
enough
to take this risk. I think this
She worked, volunteered at the
local Veterans Administration hospi- was something always in the back of
tal and the Nebraska State Historical her mind and she wanted to bring a
Society, and researched her family ciosure to it"
Mathiasen said Robinson had
history back six generations to the
College Press Service
done all her course work for her major
Revolutionary War.
LINCOLN, Neb. - Age, it
However, she was still missing but needed 22 hours of electives to
seems, has its privileges, especially something-her college degree. In graduate. He interviewed Robinson at
come graduation time.
October 1992, she ca11ed Bob her retirement center and found out
Mary Robinson, an English Mathiasen, the college adviser at the she had done alot ofvaried work in her
major at the University ofNebraska- university's division of continuing lifetime. Mathiasen and advising coLincoJn with a minor in history, was studies. Robinson had read an article ordinator Ann Kopera began to investhe first graduating senior to receive in a local paper about an elderly man tigate how Robinson's volunteerwork
her diploma in the Arts and Sciences who had recently graduated from co1- and working on her family history
ceremony in ]ate December. She was 1ege, and was checking to see if her could translate into college hours.
"Her volunteer work got psywalked onto the graduation stage, re- credits were still valid.
"Atfirstlthoughtthiswassome- chology credit, her work (at a local
ceived a standing ovation and a dozen
roses, and then was slowly escorted thing out of the ordinary. Most of the department store) got management
off the stage.
people I work with say they've been credit, and her history of her family
It seems few students behind out of college 15 to 20 years and want got history credit," he said. "She
her didn't mind the wait; after all, to go back, and I get a call · from had written an elaborate family hisMary Robinson had waited 67 years someonewhosaysthat, 'I'vebeenout tory. It was on a master's thesis
to graduate, and at the age of 88, is the of college 67 years,"' Mathiasen said. level. She had visited courthouses,
The first challenge was finding cemeteries, interviewed families,
oldest University of Nebraska-Lincoln student to earn a degree from the her records from 1923-26, but they and got certified through the Daughstill existed. She applied to the univer- . ters of the American Revolution as
u~versity.
"It was something I feltlhad to sity and was accepted. So it was back being a direct descendant of the
Revolutionary War."
do. Ican'texplain it. It'sadream I've to school for Mary Robinson .
She took a few courses in the
"I found it to be very inspirahad for a long time and now it has
university's
art department, and got
happened," said Robinson, who lives tional," Mathiasen said.
signed
off
by
different departments
"Just the fact I see a lot of
in a retirement complex in Lincoln.
for
her
credits.
"In no way was her
Robinson began studying at people in their 30s and 40s and they're
the university in 1923, and was 25 apprehensi veaboutcollege, and think- degree a gift," Mathiasen said. "She
·
credit hours shy of graduation when . ing they 're too old and that college is earned it."
Robinson, who is a member
she had to take ajob in 1926 and leave for younger kids.
"She showed me that she of the. Pi Beta Phi sorority at the
the university. In 1929, she married
university, said she "almost broke
down" when she received her diploma and a standing ovation. She
has no plans to continue her education, at least for now.
by THEODOR CEDROS
November, with the choice of the
Staff writer
final five applicants this past week.
The five will now visit the Brevard
The UCF Brevard Campus and main campuses over the next
will be getting a new director before three weeks. They wi11 be talking
the end of this semester. A succes- with the search committee, touring
sor to Dr. Wade Kilbride, current the campuses and meeting with stuBrevard Campus director, will be dents.
"This is an open process and
selected by UCFPresidentJohn Hitt
fo1lowing the submission of recom- ... [we] encourage attendance at the
mendations by a campus search meetings," wrote Sarah Pappas, director ofUCFDaytona Campus and
committee.
"The committee has been chairof the committee, in a memo to
working since October of 1993," committee members.
The agenda for each of the
said Patty Gettel, Student Governfive
candidates
is tentative for all
ment coordinator and search team
member. "We advertised in several but Dr. Frank Samuels, who will be.
;,..
~ ·. _-. -~.
educational journals and received meeting with students March 7.
- .·
Valerie Browne-Krimsley, a .
over 200 applications."
Gettel said "toughness" is the committee member, expressed satmost important qualification for a isfaction with the selection process
new director. "We need someone so far. "We've had so many qualiwho will promote the campus. We fied applicants that narrowing the
are still Brevard's best kept secret." field has been difficult," she said. "I
The job of narrowing down think we've selected a diverse group
the selection has been going on si~ce with a Jot of individual strengths."

DAt88yearsold, Mary
Robinson recieves her
degree.

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
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Selection of new Brevard
director to be anounced soon

•
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DEflHfl'S SKIH flRT STUDIO
TATTOOS
.
d A
L
1cense , ward Wmmng
Female Artist

Individual expression with
.

.

a lifetime guarantee

DEANA LIPPENS

Fine Line Designs, Freehand or Cover-ups
14180 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32826
281-1228
Mon-Sat 12-8

Discount

2%o
EYE CARE
CENTERS

I

Winter Park

679-1010

South of University ·
on 436

University Park Plaza
(Next to Xtra)

Change The Color
· of your eyes

Wessley Jessen Durasoft
Opaque Colors
OpaQue Colors
Con&at\kfunses
2 Pairs
Less

Rebate*

s129.00
$ 30.00
$ 99.00

Exam not Included

(B&L 0 Series Clear)

Extended Wear
$129.00

Daily Wear
$99.00

Not Valid with other offers. Expires
.3/31/94

Not Valid with other offers. Expires
4/30/94

Exams By Independent Doctors of Optometry.
The patient & any other person responsible for payment has a right to refuse to pay, caned, payment or
be reimbursed for payment for any other service, examination or treatment which Is performed as a
result of within 7Z hours of rt'>ponding to the advertisement for the free, discounted fee or reduced fee
service, ex.:jmlnallon or treatment.

*Manufacturers mail-in rebate Expires 4/30/94
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0 Bills and resolutions
passed:
1.) Bill 26-30 passed to fund
the Summer Knights Recruitment
trip. $2500.
2.) Bill 26-31 passed to fund
the 1994 Education Showcase. $212.
3.)Resolution 26-08. The
adoption of the Lead or Leave . . .
Resolution by UCF.
ONextWeek:
1) Funding for UCF Percus-

J.·~.

-. •

sive Arts Society (Bill 26-32)
2.) Changes to Chapter 603 .1
B.5.6 of Student Government Statutes 26-33.
3.) Support for adding Amy
Palmer Day to UCF' s calendar of
events (Resolution 26-06).

0 Available Senate Seats:
Business
Engineering
Education
Daytona (at large)
South Orlando (at large)

across f rotn
* ucF intbe
UC·6

380 ·7427

Plaza
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Number of minorities now exceed
'majority' at California university
College Press Service

HAYWARD, Calf. - A
majority of minority students now
make up the student body at California State Hayward, campus
officials said.
For the fist time, 51.4 percent of the student body represents ethnic minorities, and 48.6

percent of the students are Caucasian.
The largest ethnic group is
Asian/Filipino/Pacific Islander
(25.3 percent) and Chicano/
Latino/Hispanic (lOpercent). The
remaining 3.8 percent are Native
American and other minorities.
"It is gratifying to see the
efforts of the Affirmative Action
office resulting in increased retention of minority students," said

rJ\5H PJ\10 For cD·s & itECOiU>S
11

Albert Camacho, assistant directorof the university's Affirmative
Action office. "The college experience is greatly enhanced when
the student body is diverse."
In 1984, 36.5 percent of the
total enrollment were minority
students.
Women now make up 61
percent of the campus, and the
average age of students is 26, the
university reported.

Study indicates·not all condoms are the same
College Press Service
TOPANGA, Calif. - Using a condom during sex doesn't
necessarily mean you and your
partner will be protected from disease, according to recent studies.
Tests of 20,000 condoms
show importantdifferenc<:s among
various brands in protection from
sexually transmitted disease, including AIDS , said the Mariposa
Foundation, which conducts independent research on human
sexuality and sexually transmitted diseases.
"Currentl;t, consumers in
the U.S . can obtain more information and data about the performance of a refrigerator than they
can about a condom," the foundation said in a news release.

Mariposa recently conducted a second testing of
condoms to test viral leakage as a
follow-up to an earlier study sponsored by the foundation, the University of California-Los Angeles
and the University of Southern
California. The results of the second trial confirmed the results of
the first, Mariposa announced in
February.
In the first study, 31 kinds
of condoms were tested to see
which afforded the greatest protection against STDs and HIV-1.
The brands that provided the greatest protection wereMentor(which
is no longer being sold), Ramses
Non-Lube, Ramses Sensitol, Gold
Circle Coin, Gold Circle and Sheik
!lite. The brands showing the highest leakage were Contraceptive
Plus, which came in at 31st, Tro-

CD'S © flLL TYPES OF MUSIC
- itECOitDS © 11 G 7" SIJtGLES
TOPS Pf;IDI
CALL NOW! (407) 895-8200

~bAT COLLbCT Of<'~
\Voiff system tanning at

Tan-Fastique
Tanning Salon

jan - Ribbed (30th), Trojan
Naturalube Ribbed (29th) and
LifeStyles N~da (28th).
About 20,000 condoms
were used in the first test, which
measured how susceptible latex
condoms were to leakage of viral
fluid after simulation the stress of
sex for five minutes on a coital
simulator. About 1,000 condoms
were used in the follow-up test.

10 Visits for $25.00
•Acrylic Nails (student discounts available)
• Massage therapist
• NEW TRIM & SLIM THIGH CREAM NOW
AVAILABLE
Reedy Plaza• 10376 -E. Colonial
Monday-Friday 8:30 a.m.-9p.m.
Saturday 9a.m. 6 p.m. Sunday 12a.m .-5p.m
Licensed & Certified #1-50-94

282• 6042
.

Massage Therapist #MA 0011430

BETA GAMMA· SIGMA
The Honor Society for Collegiate Schools of Business
0 The Environmental
· Society of UCF will sponsor
"Spring Fling in the Arboretum"
March 23. Tables in front of the
library and Student Center will
supply information on the
development of the Arboretum.
Free food will be served on the
Arboretum grounds. Those
interested may call Dana Kovau
at 671-0950.

0 TheUCFDiveClubwill
hold its SCUBA Discovery March
26 from 1 to 4 p.m. at the
Recreational Services pool. The
event is free to all UCF students
and staff. Equipment will be
provided. Those who are
interestedmay contact Don Draper
321-9745.
0 The unofficial Rush
Limbaugh Appreciation Society
will pr·omote orange juice
consumption during the week of
March 15. Dittoheads will gather
at
as-yet-to-be-announced
locations around the Orl.ando area
to distribute "Florida orange juice
awareness ribbons." Those
interested may call the Dittohead
Hotline 292-3135.
0 The Environmental
Society of UCF will be giving
tours of the Arboretum every
Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. and every
Thursday at 3 p.m. Interested
groups or individuals should
contact Dr. Henry Whitter, UCF
biology orofessor at 823-2978.

0 Student Government
Association will be awarding 20
book scholarships worth $100
each. Applications can be picked
up at the SGA office. Applicants
must have a 2.8 UCF GPA and be
engaged · in the university
community. The deadline for
applications is April 1.

This is to certify that the following persons have been
declared eligible for membership in
BETA GAMMA. SIGMA
-· b h
... t~~ UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORlDA
Cha'nfer
y t e__ ~~/-...-----------------r

.~o_ D"" a..! fLAk
. . l!ljti~J
-Yi~~~

Foc,/•yAd,lw

0 TheProcurementTechnical
Assistance Center will be offering a
half-day program March 3 on the
Brevard Campus and March 4 on
UCF' s main campus. The free
workshop will focus on quality
improvements within the business
community. For more information
call 632-1111, ext. 5554.

-

~

Dean

JUNIORS
Wai Choi
Melanie Combes
Melody Farley

Katherine Jcmsek
NhungLee
Michael Liu

Bethany Lusby
Mark Po1..atek
Ragne Rislvedt

John Swanson
· Tai Yu

SENIORS
0 The Theater Downtown's
next mainstage production, "The
Immigrant" by Mark Harelik, will
run March 4 through April 2. For
ticket information call 841-0083.

0 The Great American MeatOut will be sponsored by the Farm ·
Animal Reform Movement March
20. The Campus Action for Animals
wiII have an information table on
the UCF green from 11 a.m. to 4
p.m. March 7. The goal oftheMeatOut is to get people to give up meat
for just one day. For more
information contact Todd Harrison
678-8148.

0 The deadline for Leadership
UCF is March 15. For further
information contact Debbi Philis at
823-0010.

Fredrik Anderson
Karen Baker
Debra Batz
Heather Blcam
Margaret Bowers
Bl)'Ce Boyer
Linda Brunstad
· Sandra Bryant
Jennifer Bumbalough
Dawn Butch
Nora Correa
Barbara Croft
Denise Cummins
Lynora Curtis
Jennifer Dizon
Christopher Duerr
Kate Fishers
MarkFonnan
Cary Fourman

Patrick Gill
Cindy Grass
Robert Harris
Mark Henry
Kay Hess
Fred Hiatt
Philip Hilliard, Jr.
Mark Horner
Christine Irwin
Spencer Johnson
Carolyn Jones
Lori Joyal
Cristin Julian
Anjali Kamani
Brian Koji
Gregory Lamont
Valerie Lane
Nicole Lauber
Paula Laudeman
Sue Mansingh

Lisa Marino
Paulina Marvan
Terrance McCue
Irene McNutl _
Gretel Meyers
John Miranda III
Kenlyn Moon
Theresa Mosley
Michelle Nichols
Diana Noland
Tamara Osteen
Jennifer Owens
Richard Pancratz
Denise Parker
Grace Pope
Jill Potsic
Victoria Pullen
Deborah Rabac
Christopher Rausch
Sher~Reed

Marilou Richardson
Keith Schaan
Cynthia Sensabaugh
Van Slawson
Brian Smith
Yexenia Swasey
Man Li Tai
Josefina Thompson
Kathleen Tracy
Sukbing Tse
Tonya Tyree
Richard Vosilla
Mary Wagner
Lawrence Waterman, Jr.
Michelle Webb
John Welch, IV
Beanca Weng
Lisa Wilson
Patricia Wolfe
Robert Zipperer

MASTERS
Melissa Dekosky

Keith Harris

Juli~ McDavid

Steve Spurlin

Chapter Eligibility Roster
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Rolling pleads guilty
•

D UF recovers from the

those."

devestation of Danny
Railing's rampage.

The Independent Florida
Alligator published a special afternoon edition with the news
about Rolling's plea.
In the next phase, a jury
will decide whether Rolling will
face the electric chair or life in
prison for the slayings of Christina Powell, 17; Sonja Larson, 18;
Tracy Paules, 23, and Manuel
Taboada, 23 all University of
Florida students; and Christa Hoyt,
18, a student at Santa Fe Community College.

College Press Service

•

•

GAINESVILLE, Fla. Relief was enormous among students and administrators at the
University of Florida when a Louisiana drifter abrµptly pleaded
guilty to the 1990 murders of five
college students just as his trial
was scheduled to begin.
"Our community, the families and so many others have lived
with the uncertainty surrounding
these terrible events for three
years. We are relieved that our
legal system has answered, with
certainty, the question of who
committed these crimes," University President John Lombardi said.
But Lombardi also somberly noted that things wil1 never
be the same on the picturesque
North Florida campus .
"The loss of these five
wonderful young people will always be a part of our institutional
and individual memories,"
Lombardi said. "It will remain a
constant reminder of the fragility
of life."
Danny Harold Rolling, 39,
stunned courtroom spectators Feb.
15, including the victims' family
members, when he pleaded guilty
to five counts of first-degree murder, three counts of sexual battery
and three counts of armed burglary.
"I have been running from
first one thing and then another all
my life, whether from problems at
home or with the law, or from
myself," Rolling told the court in
a soft, Southern accent. "But there
are some things that you just can't
run from, and this being one of

Orlando Sentinel.
A former UF student, Edward Humphrey, originally was a
prime suspect in the killings, although he was later dismissed.
Humphrey, who suffers form
manic depression, had gone off
his medication and was arrested
as a result of his bizarre behavior.
While in custody, he gave investigators rambling, incoherent statements that made them suspect he
had something to do with the murders.
It was not until four
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The loss of these five wonderful young
people will always be a part of our
institutional and individual memories.
-John Lombardi
president, University of Florida
Defense attorneys said
Rolling had decided in late January that confessing to the crimes
was "the right thing to do." The
Feb. 15 admission to the charges
was not part of a plea-bargain arrangement. The prosecution still .
intends to seek the death penalty,
although defense lawyers say they
plan to demonstrate that Rolling
was mentally ill at the time of the
killings.
Students seemed relieved
by the plea. Many were freshman
or sophomores when the serial
killings were discovered over the
course of three days. Some local
residents had expressed doubts
whether police had captured the
real killer when Rolling was arrested.
"Peace of mind was something this community was after.
Now it's notjustspeculation. He's
the killer," Doug Kotler, a 24year-old law student, told The

months later that Rolling was
linked to the murders through
DNA testing after he was arrested
in connection with a robbery spree
in West Florida. Blood and semen
found at the Gainesville crime
scenes matched Rolling's genetic
blueprint. Other evidence was discovered at a makeshift camp in
the woods where Rolling had been
living.
According to prosecutors,
Rolling m&y have spotted three of
his female victims in advance two while they were buying merchandise at a Wal-Mart store and
one who was buying ice cream at
a convenience store - and followed them home to their apartments, where they were raped,
murdered and mutilated.
Rolling also was wanted
in Shreveport, La., for the attempted murder of his father and
remains a suspect in three other
murders in Shreveport.
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SKY'Dt\/£!
at the

World
Skydiving
Center
in beautiful Lake Wales
• · Daily Classes • Tandem • Static Line •
• First Jump Specials Available • Group Rates •

Open 7 Days A Week • (813) 678-3506
440 Airport Rd., Lake Wales, FL 33853

ARBOUR VILlAGE APARTMENTS
TI600 MacKay Blvd., Orlando, FL 32826 • 282-7333

STUDENT MOVE IN SPECIALS
1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENT.HOMES
• Breakfast bars
• Private Clubhouse
·• 25 acres of wooded atmosphere
• 2 pools & sauna
• Complete fitness center • Generous closet space
• Window coverings
• Sand volleyball court
• Fully-equipped kitchens
• Lighted tennis court

• Lighted basketball court • Minutes from UCF
• Laser bus right to school
• 2 laundry facilities
• 24-hour emergency maintenance .
Directions: From University Blvd.,
tum right on Alafaya Trail, on the
right. Or from Hwy. 50 (east). turn
left on Alafaya Trail, on the left.

OFFICE HOURS:
M-F 9-6; SAT. 10-4;
SUN.12-5
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Hazing problems plague country
HAZING, from page 1

hazing since the school opened in

1986.
deprived of sleep and food, were
not unusual, be said.
Lunsford, who has lectured
nationally about hazing, said
physical punishment hasn't been
completelyeliminated: ''Undoubtedly
some practices have gone
underground or behind closed
doors," he said, adding that most
hazing now involves verbal abuse
of pledges.
At UCF, three young men wanted
tobepartofagroup,havingpledged
to become members of a fraternity,
but they didn't expect to undergo a
series of tests that included being
hung upside down, blindfolded, and
urinated on by seven of their
"brothers"as a test of worthiness.
UCF suspended the Sigma Alpha
Epsilon chapter from participating
in any campus activities until fall
1994 when it will be considered for
reinstatement, said UCF Spokesman
Dean McFall.
Five of the men who participated
in the off-campus hazing were
suspended from school for one to
three semesters, McFall said, adding
that this was the first time UCF has

'1t speaks to the fact that we have
not been plagued by problems.''
McFall said. '1t was important that
the university take a vigorous
position."
SAE also imposed penalties for
the chapter: Fourmen were expelled
from the fraternity, 40 were
suspended from membership until
they graduate, and the remaining 50
members will undergo a "reeducation" program that includes
information about gender sensitivity,
leadership, alcohol responsibility
and hazing, said Michael Stroup,
alumni commission chairman for
SAE' s Florida chapter. The
fraternity's intention is to rebuild a
chapter that once was nominated as
one of the best in the country. Stroup
said, adding that the three pledges
who were hazed remain with the
UCF chapter.
But even with state laws, stricter
college e!1forcement and selfpolicing by fraternities, the practice
continues, usually in conjunction
with alcohol consumption, Stevens
said.
''These are emotional scars that
le for
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the rest of their lI ves," Stevens said.
"Therrself-esteem is shattered., their
confidence is shattered, they may
drop out of school - there have
been reports of suicide attempts."
"Generally hazing has moved
away from the physical to the mental
mind games more like
intimidation, ridicule. humiliatJ.on,"
said Andrew Robison, Greek adviser
attheUniversityofNewHampshire
whose students last year provided
much of the impetus for the state's
new ant.I-hazing law. "It' s nothing
more than an ego trip. The brothers
or sisters or athletes -;-- the group
does it for an ego trip. They get a big
rush,-a kick out of exerting their
power over a 'lesser ,,.
Ron Binder. the University of
Geororn' s fraternity adviser, said as
physical abuses have decreased,
college officials have rumed thelf
attention to mental tesung. causmg
an evaluauon in the defirutmn of
hazing.
Mental hazing is a "lot more
subtle," Binder said.
Some national Greek
organizations have tried to limit
pledge abuse by shortening the
pledging petjod from a few weeks
to just a few days. A few schools
have deferred their rush periods
away form the fall semester to give
freshmen a chance to get acquainted
with the campus and perhaps be less
eager for the need of instant
friendship that can make them more
vulnerable to hazing.
Stevens doesn't want to end the
Greek system, which she said can
provide valuable campus leadership.
Insteaq, her talks focus on ways that
fraternities and sororities can change
their attitudes and make pledging a
time for constructive, enriching
work such as developing projects
that help local charities, rather than
periods of intense scrutiny and
testing for potential members.
"We try to foster friendship. That
is really what fraternity is friendship and brotherhood,"
Dunnican said. "I wouldn't want
somebody to treat me like a piece
of trash. Hazing defeats the whole
purpose of friendship and
brotherhood."
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I BRING THIS COUPON IN FOR I
I $300.00-0FF I
I YOUR FIRST FULL MONTHS RENT I
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CALL US FOR MORE INFORMATION-365-8388

YOUR 24HR GREETING CARD STORE
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NEVER
FORGET!!
TRY IT!...IT'S FAST..IT'S EASY..IT'S FUN!
CALL ANYTIME AND SELECT FROM DOZENS OF GREETING CARD
MESSAGES THAT FEATURE CELEBRITY IMPERSONATIONS OR
CHOOSE A MESSAGE STRAIGHT FROM THE HEART.
THEN ADD YOUR OWN GREETING FOR THAT PERSONAL TOUCH.
VOICECARDSWILL DELIVER YOUR _SPECIAL REMEMBRANCE, BY
TELEPHONE, ON THE DATE AND TIME YOU SELECT. GUAFIANTEED
ON THE RIGHT DATE, OR THE NEXT VOICECARD IS FREE!

Brevard campus holds health fair
by THEODOR CEDROS
Located in the midst of a
Cocoa housing project, the UCF
Community NursingCenteris primarily a training center but also
serves the local community with
medical screenings, health consultations and referrals.
While the most of the
center's business is with neighborhood residents, each spring the
nursing students put on a heaJth
fair for the entire community. This
year the health fair will take place
March 30 from IO a.m. to 4 p.m.
Along with the usual services available at the clinic, there
will be special exhibits, learning
sessions, and health screen testing.
"We'll be offering immunization for children and adults as
well," said Ruth Fredricks, nursing student.
Patricia Stanley, a nursing
instructor at UCF' s Brevard Cam-

pus feels the fair is important not
only to the grade each student wiJI
receive, but to their nursing experience. "This is the year's big
project, and ari exciting way to
improve their skills. They organize, and implement an event that
involves a variety of organizations and people and at the same
time helps the community."
"This place has saved my
life," said Kathleen Shields, a local resident. "The people here care
for us when others are too busy or
too expensive."
The center is open three days
each week and attends to eight to
I Opatients a day on average. Many
of the patients are senior citizens,
and some are young mothers with
children. They all depend on the
expertise of the staff and students.
The Community Nursing
Center is located at 928 Mandarin
St. off Fiske Boulevard in Cocoa.
The students encourage the public to attend.

BECOME A
STUDENT
MARKETING
MANAGER
Outgoing, goal-oriented
student needed for marketing
position. Learn management
skills and marketing
strategies while implemeting
on-campus promotions.

*Excellent pay
*Flexible hours
*All work on campus
* For the 1994-95
school year
*Expense paid
training conference

ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEW

1-900-378-5678
JUST $1.25 PEt:t MINUTE
AVG. CALL LENGTH 5 MINUTES. TOUCH TONE ONLY. 18+ OR PARENT APPROVAL

PHONESTAR. DALLAS, TX 214-458-4467

Student Bargains
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Sleeper & Chair Sets ................... from $199.99
5-Pc. Dinette Sets ................

u
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.from $ 99.99

3-Pc. Occational Tables ............ Jrom $ 59.99
Full Bed Sets .............................. Jrom $ 59.99
Hurry in to Cort and save 30-70% on pre-leased, brand name

furniture. We sell for less, so you can't afford to miss these savings.

Tuesday, March 29,1994
Sign up in the Career
Placement Center located in the
Administration Bldg, Suite 124.

•

1920 Semoran Boulevard [ nsA· ]
Store Hours: Mon-Fri 9 a.m.- 6 p.m . • •
.i)
Sat. I 0 a.m.-5 p.m.
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FURNITURE RENTAL
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City ordinance to limit number of non-related people who can live together
College Press Service

•

•

TALLAHASSEE - Picture
this: You and your roomies have
lived together for a year in an
apartment. All of you have worlced
and saved up some money. It's the
group's decision tliey want more
space; you're going to rent a house.
You and your buds go to visit
the landlord to sign the forms, but
wait - the landlord's response is,
"Sorryguys,Ican'trenttoyou. You're
not related."
Fantasy? Not so if a proposed
ordinance is made into law. After
receiving pressure by homeowner
associations throughout Tallahassee,
the city commtssion, persuaded by
Mayor Dorothy Inman-Crews, has
formally asked thecity attorney' office
to draft a report on the aspects of an
ordinance which would limit the
number of non-related people who
could live together in a single-family
residence.
Such an ordinance could have
a dramatic effect on students who
live off campus at Florida State
University ,FloridaA&MUniversity,
TallahasseeCommunityCollegeand
Keiser College. Students from the
fourTallahassee-areaschoolsnurnber
aboutSO,OOOand make up 38 percent
of the city' s population.
In nm an-Crews
was
unavailable for comment. Her
opponentinan upcorningcityelection
sayshedoesn'tthinktheordinanceis
necessary.
"Students should be allowed
to live whereverthey want," said Ron
Weaver. "If there is a disturbance,
then that is a law enforcement issue.
There are already laws to control a
situation if one develops."

students and long-time residents.
Some say they've not necessanly
opposed to havmg students live next
to them.
''It's that the housmg that was
made for them devalues the property
around it that' all," said Al Bassin. a
resident m housing development. "'I
don't really mind the kids."
Bassin said he would like to see
this ordinance passed, but students
disagree with such an ordinance.
'With all of the money that

students pump mto the local economy,
I' m shocked that the government
would even think of somethrng like
that," said Rachel Wine, atreshmanat
FSU.
City Attorney Jim English said
his office has been preparing a report
for the City Commission on the
housing issue.
"We have been looking at
similar ordinances like the one in
Gainesville, where it (an ordinance)
limits thenumberofnon-relatedpeople

in smgle-family housing to three,"
English srud. ''We are also looking at
i:lil ordmance at Athens,Ga, the site of
the University of Georgia."
Irwin Jackson, a Tallahassee
landlord who-rents houses to students
said he thinks the city is trying to
infringe on students' rights of the
people in ~ real estate business.
According to English, the
ordinance in Athens, Ga. was
challenged in the 11th Federal Circuit
Court and upheld. A professor in the

FSU School of Law also recalled a
similar case that wentall the way to the
US Supreme Court where Justice
William 0. Douglas upheld a lower
court ruling.
Ifthe City Commission decides
to continue pressing for the ordinance,
the drafting depamnent will begin
constructing the language. Two public
hearings then will be set to hear the
opinions of the citizens. After the 60day process is complete, the City
Commission can call for a vote.
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Discount Financial Services
3001 Aloma Ave. Suite 225A
• With Paid Preparation-$? Value

Call Now!

671-7222
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When you want
to work hard,
we make it easy.

e

Kaplan and only Kaplan.has
centers. Thes-e are comfortable
places where you can come
and find staff, students,
libraries, tapes, practice tests.
If you start our course in
Michigan, you can finish it in
· Hawaii. If you miss a class,
you can make it up.
Days, evenings, weekends.

Convenience is

282-0505
Located across from UCF, next to
the UC6 TheatersWE DELIVER!
•Every Monday night, all you can
eat pasta, $4.95

GRE•GMAT•MCAT•LSAT
FOR MORE INFO, CALL 1-800-KAP-TEST
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ALPHA KAPPA PSI
Great job pledges, keep up the
good work! Sherry, excellent job
Bed-best offer. Queen set. Never 1
with the Alumni picnic. AKY
used. $135 cash. 657 _48 1£
lntramurals are # 1 ! Get ready tori:------------~
spring break--be safe and have a 12-speed bike, like new $70.
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Part Time Position. Flexible hrs.
Commission based. Great opportunityforstudents selling Water&
Energy Conservation PrQducts.
Own transportation. Local area.
Call 898-8152. Ask for Randal!
National Park Summer Jobs -

be a BRO!

23" Fuji Road Bike, Scott PH Over 25,000 openings! (including
~andle. Jelly saddle, clipless pedhotel staff, tour guides, etc.) Benals-specialized shoes - 11 1/2 efits + bonuses! Apply now for
Cateye microcomputer $225. best positions. Call 1-206-545Waterbed, full, bedding, heater, 1-4_80_4_ext
_._
N_54
_1
_8_ __ __ _
bookcase headboard. $125. 823- SGA. is looking for a responsible
Episcopal Campus Mrrnstry
8321
student to serve as vehicle
Wednesday, Noon, Room 214 - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - i manager. This is a paid position at
Student Center
Solidwoodleadedglassdoor$300. 10 hours per week. Student shall
Students, Staff, Faculty, all
3roundwoodentables$20.3boxes be responsible for managin and
welcome
garage sale items $50. Boys bi- maintaining fleet of SG vehicles.
Skydive UCF
cycle $50. 75 moving boxes $75 Please pick up an application in
3_79_7_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, the SGA office. Phone: 823-2191.
_-_
1stjump$85, fulltrainingunder$500. ,___3_80
Deadline: 3/23/94.
Meetings Thurs 8pm room 214SC.
Walk-ins welcome or call
Bikes for Sale! Mtn bike 18 inches
Telemarketing
382-9995.
$275. Trek 1200 road bike $300.
FulVpart time positions available
Nishiki 10 speed $75. Qall 678UCF DIVE CLUB- SCUBA!
We offer excellent hourly/bonus,
9619
Heyl We're going to the Keys for
weekly pay package! Paid training,
Spring Break! Mar. 15-17 7
paid vacations, and holidays, major
New cube size (Dorm) Fridge,
Dives/2 Nights, Tanks/Wghts
med., hosp. plan, 401 k plan, manExcel. Cond. Clean $69. Call 677$150!! 6/2 for $125! Scuba
agement & career opport., prof. autoDiscvry. Sat 3/26, meeting Mon 3/ 1511 May~Ling
mated atmosphere. 240-5505
28, 5-7 PM Call Andrew for info @
Leather Jacket - Black Crop-style Cruise ships now hiring- earn up
382-8007
coat. Excellent Cond. $800 OBO to $2000/month working on Cruise
Jewish Student Union. JSU will
679-4309
Ships or Land-Tour companies.
be having a Passover Seder for
World travel. Summer and Fullanyone interested. It will be on
Time employment available. No
t'J1onday, Mar. 28, in the University
experience necessary. For more
lining Rm. at 6:30 PM. Advanced
91 Honda CRX. Must sell. $ 659 9_ information call 1-206-634-0468
Res. are required. Please call
Teal, 5 sP, A/C, AM/FM, Excel ext C5418
Lisa at 382-3769
- - - - - - - - - - - - Cond 679-4806
Notice: Positions availiable!! !
Hiking, Canoeing, Horseback..
With federal, state, and local
86 Mercury Lynx L. 113K miles,
government. Both skilled and
If you like outdoor activities then
runs great, Auto, $1100 OBO.
the OUTLANDERS is for you!
Sam
unskilled. $16,500 to $72,000 plus
_
678 2761
benefits. For applisation and jobs
Meetings are Tuesday at 4 Pf\..'1 at
the Gazebo, between bookstore - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l i s t , call (615) 779-5508 ext k889
and Phillips Hall.
84 Nissan Sentra Wagon.
.
.
. .
Part Time sittef opportunity
Au_
tomatic-AC, AM/FM ra<.iio,.
Day-time hours, flexible
JJ.OQM.Miff~S
Good Qond. $1700. <;1:1.n 355 .. 1_150 schedule. Wurm and loving
downtowr. Oriando family seeks
1987 Red Nissan Sentra Stn
SWF looking for roommate to
fun and loving care-taker for two
Wagon, 1OSK miles, runs great,
share 2br/2ba townhouse.
children ages 1 and 4. Studies in
air, AM/FM, very clean interior,
Minutes from University, reasonearly childhood education is
able rent. Females preferred. Call little hail damage, Bk value,
preferable. Non-smoker, friendly
$2725, asking $2500 OB0.249657-6962
with animals. Babysitting
0138. Must see to believe.
experience and references highly
desirable. Transportation
required. Call Pat at 648-5264.
Lovely 2B/2B Dupl. A/C, Heat,
Improve UCF programs by
ertical blinds, Washer/Dryer. Near
calling UCF grads. 60 positions
Hwy 50 & Dean Rd. $425 @ mo.
avail. for on-going employment.
Earn up to $500 per week assem300 Security. Qall 648-5136 or
Work in research park, flexible
bling products at home. No expeve 862-3188
schedules, evening shifts. $5/hr
rience. Info: 1-504-646-1700
plus generous bonuses. Call
APT for Rent. 2BR/2BA. Great loALASKA SUMMER EMPLOVRichard at UCF Foundation 249cation. Walk to school. Washer/
MENT-Fishe ries. Many earn
Dryer, Ceiling Fans. $475 @ mo.
$2,000+/mo. in canneries or
Call 321-7343
$3,000-$6,000+/mo. on fishing EARN $1 OO'S OF DOLLARS. Provessels. Many employers provide cessing mail in the comfort of your
Rent Special in March, 2bd/2ba,
room & board and transportation. own home! Local mail order comWasher&Dryer in Apt. Walk to
No experience necessary! For pany is seeking individuals to preUCF. Nice large rooms, safe Bldg more information call: 1-206-545- cess over flow of mail. Send $5 for
supplies to get started and we'll
remodeled, $425 mo, plus
deposit. Call Rick, 380-3531, only ..;AA....,,,..C~ru'"'li....
se..o.&QTr..i.r.wa-ve-1-E-m-p-lo-ym-e-nt-+-supply the rest. Send MONEY
ORDER or cash to: 10600
one Apt left. 12185 Des Cartes
Guide. Earn Big $$ + Travel the
Ct. No Pets
world Free! (Caribbean, Europe, Bloomfield Dr. Ste. 1518 Orlando,
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FREE BOOKS FROM SGA!!
Twenty book scholarships at $100
ea are available. Student must
have 2.8 GPA and serve UCF or

LOST&FOVND

LOST c~llular phone, UCF Library the Orl~ndo com~un~ty in some
on 12 February. If found ·ca11 843 _ way. Pr~k up apphcat1ons at the
· SGA office orcall 823-2191.
8419. Reward. No questions.
Deadline 4-1-94.

I

LOST- GOLD BRACELET on February 3, Thursday in Library or on
Campus. Sentimental value. Gift from
my deceased Mother. REWARD.
Please call 298-0014 (home) or 8438-190 (office)

SPRING BREAK CRUISE
6 days/5 nights to Key West & Mexico I
From $399 1-800-329-9000
JAMICA
6 days/ 5 nights, airfare, hotel, trans- 1
fers FROM $399. 1-800-239-3383 •

I

Ferrit - Lost University Apts./Pizza
Hut area. We love her very much. If
you have found her please call 6720125 or381-1130LARGE REWARD.

Lost: Clear Motorola Pager. If found
please call Karly 382-6727 Reward

SERVICES
Private Voice & Piano Lessons!
Berklee Qollege of Music Graduate
is accepting new students to study
music. 5 min. from UCF. One on
One teaching. All levels/All ages!!
Professional/Affordable! Oviedo.
366-7461. Ask for Doug.
LOSE WEIGHT. Increase Energy.
Reduce Stress, Make Money, Have
fun. Call (407) 426-1179.
· ReggaeJam Spring BreakJAMICA
from $289 ea. FREE info by mail 24 hrs. (800) "U" REGGAE 800873-4423.

TYPISTS
Typing and Resume Service
Since 1986 for all your student
needs. IBM and laser equip. Same
day service avail. We've moved,
call for info 277-9600
A+ Typing and Word Processing
Available during Spring Break!
Call today! (407) 366-7123
ATTENTION STUDENTS
Are you looking for someone to
type your resume for that job you
want? Resumes done in- my home
starting at $15.00. Call and ask
about special resume packages!
Gath 679-3923
TYPING/WORD PROCESSING
Term papers, Reports, etc. MLA
APA, Chicago. Flexible rates. I'
like your business. Mike or Grae
Dunham 277-7787 eves.
I

I

SAVE REAL MONEY. List of lowinterest credit cards . Send $5 to
Boogaboo Marketing. 11929 E.
Colonial Dr. Box 320 Orlando, Fl.
32826
.
Video Game Tournaments. Win

TUTORS
Spanish beginners, conversational
and/or remedial. Small groups now
forming. Please call 629-2117
1~~~~~~~~~~~--+

prizes for playing Sega Genesis.
yal: the Video Game League
· Hotline. 1-800-303-7979
(local 834-9444)

English Tutor. Need help with your
writing 5tyle? Call Becky 957-8982

IEnglish Tutor. Need help with your
writing style. Call Becky 957-8982

FOR RENT

HELP WANTED

'<

Free room in exchange for
housework and some light ironing.
all 282-8869

FOR SALE
2 Gym Memberships. Take over
Payment. Fitness Qonnection $22
@ month each until 10/95. Qall
678-9619.
acuum Cleaner $50. Bike rack
or car roof $35. Moving boxes
75. 1200 Baud modem $20. 380797

Hawaii, Asia) Hurry! Busy Spring/
Summer seasons approaching.
Free Travel Club Membership! Call
(919) 929-4398 ext. C253
Earn $100 Processing mail for local mail order company. Send $5
to: 10600 Bloomfield Dr. fte 1518,
Ori. Fl. 32825. $5 is for the supplies needed to begin. · So get
started now! while su lies last.

Fl. 32825. Hurry while positions
are open! Great opportunity!

Need adale lonight1
Meet single men and women in Orlando and nationwide on the...

• Create your own custom, personal voice mailbox for
others for respond to
• Listen and respond to other people's messages
• Great way to meet single men and women safely and easily

LONELY•'S

22 year old male looking for same
for
friendship/possible relationship. 5' 7", 135 lbs, BR/Blue. Sincerely nice person, Good looking,
in shape, health conscious, Enjoy
kneeboarding, Beach, Biking, GoTelemarketing/music surveys. Win ing to the Club-Want same relationter Park/Lee Rd. area, M-F, 5-9 pm ship oriented, honest, masculine
$4.25 hr, no sales. Call 629-5105 person. Can reply to P.O. Box
721401, Ori. Fl. 32872-1401. Let
me know what you are looking for

Onl $2.00 per mina e
Mus! be at least 18. $2.00 per minute. Touch tone phone required.
Serv•ce by Avalon Communications. Ft. Lauderdale. (305) 525-0800
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Warnings for beer
commercials won't
work, unless...
If the Sensible Advertising and Family Education
Act passes, there is a chance it will eliminate sports
programming on free television, while having a questionable ability to affect the way the public views
alcohol consumption.
The bill, proposed by Strom Thurmond (R-S.C.),
would require the following warnings to be scrawled
across the television screen whenever beer commercials
run:
"WARNING: Alcohol is a drug and may be addictive."
"WARNING: If you are under 21, it is illegal to buy
alcoholic beverages."
"WARNING: Alcohol poisoning can kill you. Don't
drink too much too fast."
If passed, beer bottlers have threatened to pull all
television advertising. They believe the bill infringes on
their free speech rights.
Most of the $800 million in advertising revenue goes
to sports programming. If brewers were to pull their
advertising, sports has a good chance of only being
broadcast as "pay-per-view" events.
While beer commercials are certainly contemptuous
examples of Pavlovian conditioning, substituting the
dinner bell and dinner for beer and sex, it is very hard to
believe that this bill has the capability of changing
society's perceptions about drinking, much les.s
discouraging people to drink.
The only way the SAFE Act could discourage
drinking is if the brewing industry were to actually
follow throl).gh with its threat to pull an television
advertising if the bi11 passes.
With no beer commercials on television, it will be
more difficult for beer companies to associate beer with
beach vo11eyball, b(kini clad women and various other
forms of male bonding.
With no sports on television, perhaps Americans
would start finding better ways to spend their weekends
instead of sitting on their couches with a couple ice-cold
brews kicked back.
The SAFE Act is a bit crazy, but it just might work.
Without the beer companies extolling the virtues of
drinking beer after an exciting day of jet skiing, and
without sports ·programming on weekends, maybe
television viewing wi11 drop.
Perhaps, unintentionally, this could be a good thing.

Golden Knights:
Best of luck to you
at the Dance
March Madness has arrived and UCF is infected. The
staff of The Central Florida Future congratulates the
1994 men's basketball team and head coach Kirk
Speraw for earning a berth in the NCAA basketball
tournament. The Golden Knights advanced to the
tourney after pulling out a last-second victory over
Stetson University Saturday in the Trans Americ8:
Athletic Conference championship game.
The Knights wi1l find out Sunday who they will face
in the first round of the Big Dance, which begins March
17. The national exposure and money acquired from this
venture (a quarter of a million do11ars divided between
the TAAC and UCF) will do wonders for our growing
athletic depar.lment.
The Future thanks the team for a great season and
wishes the Golden Knights the best ofluck at the NCAA's.

Rex Hoggard
News Editor
Jenny Duncanson, Trace Trylko
Sports Editors
Tim Wassberg
Entertainment Editor
Brian Costello
Opinion Editor/WUCF fan
Michael DeHoog
Photo Editor
Rodney Ellison
Art Director
Matt Baclar
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Production Assistant
Thom Hart
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Three cheers for chemical castration!!!
Stand up and cheer for the new chemical castration bill! :::::::: :::;:::::;::::::::::::·=··.:::::::::::::: ::::::;:;:;:;:;:·:·: .·:·:·::;::::: ;:;:;:;:;::: .:·::: .:·:::;:::::::::::::::;:::::.:·~:~:~:~:\~:;:::::::::::;:::::::~'.~~ :::::::~::::::::::::..·;i~~~J~~~:[::::::~:;::~:~~:~::;:;:;;;;!;:~ ;:~:j~~~~j![
The chemical what, you might say? Well, it's finally here,
and it is long overdue.
For all of you folks who haven't heard, let me explain.
There is a new bill to be voted on by the Senate which has
already been approved by a Senate committee. This bill
would allow a rapist to be chemically castrated after . have in this proud country.
committing two rapes and executeclafter a third convicMany convicted rapists who have been interviewed
tion.
admit they will rape again and again because they can't
Many human rights groups have voiced their opinions control it. To some it is considered a sickness, to others it
on this bill, claiming it too harsh and uncivilized. One is fact of life.
whiner even suggested it should only be given to those
Everyone has an insightful explanation as to why a
rapists who volunteer to be castrated. Oh, how ironic can rapist commits a crime. But who gives this explanation to
we possibly be? The victim of that rapist didn't volunteer the victims and their families? What happens when the
to be rape.d. In fact, when someone is raped, every right he victim is six years old and the attacker is her father?
or she has as a living, breathing, human being is violated.
Maybe this bill isn't yet as sound as it could be, but we
Obviously, this bill is in revie'w for a reason. Quite have to start somewhere. We are magnificent fighters
possibly this reason is that some of the laws in this country when it comes to sports and competition, but when the
are not working accordingly and need to be changed or game is protecting our families and the people we care
improved. Basically, the punishment should suit the about, how do we fight back?
crime, and a rapist who receives a slap on the wrist and is
Unfortunately, the answer lies in a Jaw book. To a father
released onto the streets because of prison overcrowding whose only daughter has been brutally raped, how fair do
wi II rape again.
the current laws look?.
How would you feel if their next victim were your
Because of my exuberant nature, I am sending a special
mother, daughter, sister or girlfriend? And let's not forget "thank you" to the senate committee who approved "the
about the male population either, because men are also at bill."
risk, although most sexual assaults on men go unreported.
And to all the human rights activists out there who
Why? Because rape is one of the most degrading things disapprove, think about the helpless victims who had no
anyone can fathom.
choice at the hands of their attacker. A rapist makes the
More unbelievable to me is that a representative from decision to comrnit a crime, and in doing so proves to have
the National Organization for Women would object to the mentality of a rabid animal. And how do we stop any
such a needed proposal. They say it's about protecting other animal with rabies from poisoning innocent anihuman rights . Whose?
mals? Why we shoot them of course, or, on the lighter side,
We live in the land of the free, the home of the brave. we put them to sleep. The special bonus we are recomWhat does this mean? Rapists are free to do whatever they mending giving to these human-animals is the three-strike
want, receiving only minor consequences. Brave? Oh method. Luckily , the presenter of the bil1 wasn ' t Lore1 yeah, we' re brave all right. The government is actually Bobbitt ... . Need I continue?
considering causing physical harm to a poor, helpless
Unfortunately the passing of a bil1 will not prevent the
RAPIST. And when the judge orders chemical castration, instances of rape, but it is time for stricter laws and harsher
how many appeals will the guilty party receive before it punishments.
happens?
Think about it the next time you leave the house and
If you are found guilty of a crime, especially a violent realize that a rapists next victim could possibly be you .
crime, what rights should you have? What a system we Then what would you want his punishment to be?
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Both SG and the Future need to put an end to their fighting
Congratulations, Darin Patton and
Kevin Gutch, president and vice president of next year's student body!
Pi Beta Kappa, where are you?
It took me quite some time to notice the ever-so-slight trace of friction
between the UCF Student Government and The Central Florida Future.
Surprised? Many people are. Most
students, including myself, before I took such an active part
in both arenas, assume that the two unite together and help
each other in any way possible. This is not true, however. In
fact, one may draw the conclusion that the two are bitter
enemies when hearing either's opinion about the other.
Take last month's campus commentary written by Jennifer Lupo, staff writer and Student Government reporter
for the Future, headlined, ''Thechildren of senate: a reporter's
account." As literaJly truthful as the article was, it seemed
premeditated in its attempt to discredit the entire UCF
student senate.
Lupo describes a senate meeting as "a lost episode of
Romper Room," in which people are laughing at speakers,
running around, screaming and jumping off tables. Taken
literally, these events did occur. However, had Lupo been a
senator, she would have reaJized that the laughter at the
speaker came from the fact that a woman took the floor at her
own will, refusing to wait for open forum, the time during
the meeting when all students are given the opportunity to
voice their opinions.

The alleged "~nning around" is called lobbying, Ms.
Lupo. Senators lobby, or gain support, from other senators
concerning legislation in passing or killing a bill. This
cannot be done from one's seat, and clearly, this cannot be
done after the meeting when the finaJ vote has already been
taken.
"Screaming?" I don't think so. Raising our voices, perhaps. It's not uncommon for a person to raise his or her voice
when someone speaks against an issue that person is very
passionate about. "Jumpi.ng off tables?" One senator did this
once during miscellaneous business, the end of the meeting
(a sort of open forum for the senators), to make a point about
dynamic speaking. The tone of Lupo's article implies that
the action took place during regular business.
Even opinion editor Brian Costello. my boss, took a
cheap shot at SG last week, describing us as "as a flock of
sheep who tend to do what [we] are told." I always thought
that everyone is expected to do what they are told. I suppose,
however, that Student Government should become a roughneck group of bullies who tend not to do what we are told.
Any better?
We must not forget that our U.S. Senate is much like our
own UCF student senate. Senators lobby, raise their voices,

and are very passionate about certain issues.Unlike the U.S.
Senate, though, at no time have inflamed opinions caused a
student senator to be killed while on the floor. Another
major difference is that our UCF senators are involved
because we are concerned. We are not paid.
Now, to the UCF Student Government.
I heard all too many compJaints about the way the Future
covered the recent SG presidentiaJ election. "The pictures
are misJabeled ... they misspelled 'Riemersma' ... the
projected election results are bogus ... " Enough is enough,
and eventually, I got tired of being asked to explain and
defend things I had absolutely no part in. Members of
Student Government, especially last week, seemed to believe that the election was the only newsworthy event on
campus. Meanwhile, as many as 20 other interest groups
were fighting to have their causes heard, but were placed in
later pages, with much smaller coverage. I believe the
Future did a wonderful, very concise, job of covering the
election, considering the paper is not owned by the university and did not have to cover the election at all.
As you can tell from this weeks "Traveling Shoes," I
pledge allegiance to neither Student Government nor The
Central Florida Future. Neither pay me a salary, so I am no
more dependent on one than the other. In fact, I must admit
that I did not realize what I was getting myself into when I
bega;i writing my own opinion column while holding a seat
in tte student senate. I am, however, dedicated to the
success of both, although, right now, both need ·an attitude
- adjustment.

James Le Cher

The Underside
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An apology, a couple of haikus, and some "alternative" spiel

~
~

... w ·.

My dear SG friends:
I'm sorry; I've been a real heel, a
Class-A jerk. I admit it was a cheap shot
to ca11 all y'all "a sad flock of sheep"
after you guys were cool enough to just
take my Swiss Cake Rolls with no questions asked. You;re a11 actually "a
happy flock of lemmings." Rock on!
Lotsa Juv (xxxooo),
. Bri-Guy

OK, I've apologized for last week's Cheap Joke of the
Week, now I must fulfill my duty as poetry editor. Here's a
couple of haikus - the first one is titled "Amy Steedley:
Where's that damn book?!," and the second one is titled, "On
hugging Dr. Hitt." (Note: The second haiku was inspired by
Big Lugging Dr. Hitt at last week's Student Forum.)
Amy Steedley-hey!
Let's go to that there Casbah
Betwixt sea and sky
Dr. Hitt is big
My arms could not go 'round him
A Big Lug, indeed
But enough of my zany, madcap antics. I have important
things to write about, so I guess I should quit rambling. So
here's a little column about what I think "aJternative music"
should mean, and it goes somethin' about like this ...
" .. ;punk rock changed our lives ..."
-The Minutemen in "History Lesson Part Two"
"The idea used to exist in punk rock that it has nothing to
do with the way that you sound."
-Calvin of Beat Happening

"I think punk rock now means trying to be a productive
person in a society that doesn't really encourage you to be one.
They just want you to be a consumer instead of a creator."
-Kristin Thomson of Tsunami ·
"Gabba gabba hey!"
-The Ramones in "Pinhead"

In light of my recent attacks on WUCF, I feel compelled to
give my definition of "aJtemative music," seeing how it is in
marked contrast to both Edge-loving Ballcaps who request
way too much Alice in Chains, and certain valium-addled
techno-fetishist disc jockeys who play way too much Skinny
Puppy (I won't mention his name, because the last thing he
needs is the ego boost of seeing his name in print).
"Alternative," to me, isn't supposed to be just another
music industry label like "y.oung country," or "classic rock."
It isn't much of an "alternative" when there·' s a "moving
units," "pushing product," "lowest common denominator''
mentality applied.
Simply calling something "alternative" doesn't necessarily mean that it is one.
How is the Cure an aJternative to say ... Genesis? They're
both bands with fat, old men singing sappy love songs.
How is U2 an alternative to Led Zeppelin? They both have
lead singers that never shut up and are as bombastic as hell and
aren't as deep as they think they are.
How is breaking the bank to get a tattoo and a pair of Doc
Martens an al tern ati veto breaking the bank to buy the hot new
spring fashions at the Gap or Structure?
Alternative is supposed to be an ALTERNATIVE (imagine that!) to Corporate Youth Culture. It should be as much a

state of mind as a \<ind of music.
The state of mind that many don't seem to realize is that
ANYONE CAN BE CREATIVE. It's just a simple matter of
getting your fat ass off the La-Z-Boy (or the Edge dancefloor)
and doing something interesting with your time.
All alternative music has punk rock as a major influence,
which reminded the world that music isn't a spectator sport.
.ANYONECANSTART ABAND.Idid,andlcan'tevenplay
guitar too well, much less sing (as those who attend Java
Jabbers Open Mic nights will surely testify).
It should be more about doing your own thing and making
things happen instead of "doing your own thing" by getting a
tattoo like all of your friends. You might as well go Greek (if
you haven't already) if you want to have that kind of groupthink mentaJity. Instead of inspiring you to buy the latest Nine
Inch Nails release, I think that WUCF should inspire you to
want to start a band.
Which is why I have been so disgusted with WUCF. There
are so many amazing bands out there that I would love to hear
instead of Pearl Jam ad nauseum. I know it's not the disc
jockeys' faults when their listeners request Pearl Jam ad
nauseum, but that goes back to the mis perception of "alternative." WUCF could perhaps change this, but they aren't, and
if anything, seem to be encouraging this depressing trend.
·I'm starting to believe that this isn't entirely the disc
jockeys' fault, but I'll have more on that later, when I get all
of my facts straight. I'm out of space, so let me thank the
WUCF DJ's who have taken my rantings in stride and had fun
with it (especially Kris the Renaissance Man who let The
Sherilyns rock the studio, and Sam - or is it Stan? I don't
remember; I was very drunk when I yelled at them - and
Monty for running my "WUCF promo," and encouraging
listeners to buy me Swiss Cake Rolls). To the humorless
bastards ... may you rot the rest of your lives spinning
Manilow for all eternity at Magic 107.7. Especially you,
Lovely Lisa, for having the gall to think that I would even
want a job at the Slantinel.
You can stop reading now.

T ·e Best l)ew Music
is always OI) sale at
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* 7.88 CASSETTE
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ENIGMA 2, "THE CROSS OF CHANGES" 11.88 CD, 7.88 Cass.
OH VIRGIN, CRACKER, "KEROSENE HAT" 10.88 CD, 6.88 Cass.
TWO LOCATIONS!

OH CHARISMA,

EAST-WEST/WINTER PARK
240 N. ORLANDO AVE. (HWY 17-92)
(1.5 BLOCKS SOUTH OF THE MALL)

(407) 647-3655
EAST-WEST/SOUTH ORLANDO
4895 SOUTH ORANGE AVE.
(1/4 MILE SOUTH OF HOLDEN AVE.)
(_40_7)_85_9-_89_91_ _ _
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(VISA)

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK. VISA & MC GLADLY ACCEPTED
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Don't let the world go 'round...
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Without being a part of
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The world-is changing. We are becoming more diverse. It affects every
part of our lives from social clubs to the classroom to "the real world."
Don't let the world pass you by... reach out and understand those who
are different from yourselves. Attend the World Summit, a diversity
conference for all Florida students, right here on UCF's campus on April
15-17, 1994.
Early registration deadline is March 18, 1994 for $40 per delegate. Late
registration is $50 per delegate. Fill out the registration form below and
return to Student Government. Free Conference Registration, 20 full
and 30 half at the early registration rate, will be offered for UCF
students only. Apply T~day! Contact Student Government at (407) 8232191 for more information.
r.----------------------------------------~

Registration

~orm

Name(s) - - - - - - - : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

SEND TlllS iORM TO

,;:-;,,:.:. c;4·-!~:

.

-:::;;;
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School

---------------"---------~

Address,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

City _

_ _ _ _ __

Phone (

State _ _ _ _ __

Zip _ _ _ __

Fax - - - - - - - -

Organization 7Department _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ __
RegistratiDn Fees:

$40 by March 18th, $50 after March 18th

(per person)

World Summit '94
c/o Student Gc;>V,ernment
P.O. Box 163230

University of Central Florida
Orlando, Florida 32816-3230

I Method of Payment (circle one):
CANCELLATION POLICY
I
Check
Money Order
Purchase Order
I O Payment Enclosed (Make checks or money orders payable to Student Government of Univ. of CentralFlorida)
If something should come up which prevents you
from attending, try to get someone to take your
: o Purchace Order Number ---------------~ place. There is no charge for cancellations made
prior to March 18, 1994. Cancellations made
I 0 Send Bi 11 to: {If you want us to bill you, please include purchase order number where indicated)
between March 18, 1994 and April 14, 1994 are
I
subjected to a $20.00 service charge per person.
I
I This form can be duplicated if necessary
©1994 Student Government of University of Central Florida
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'OSCARS

..

SHAMROCK
BEVERAGE
Busch/Busch Light

99

$

Suitcases
'

SHAMROCK BEVERAGE
LOCATED IN THE UNIVERSITY SHOPPES NEXT TO KINKO'S
AND THE UCF CREDIT UNION

823-9370

10 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

QEVELATION March.9. 1994 Q3

Denis Leary Judy Davis Kevin Spacey
They may be hostages, but what
they're doing to this guy is criminal.

-

I

FREE*FREE*FREE*FREE*FREE*FREE
Hey, you cheap dolts. We're giving away FREE passes to a sneak
preview of THE REF. So come on by our office in the University
Sht:~:pes and get your free pass for 2, before they're gone and your
outta luck. Word.

studies have proven that women
are 99.9% more likely to acquire
ovarian cancer than men.

J
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ValuJcf Valufarcs"Are As Low As $3D!
1

ow you can afford to really spread your wings.
We're Valujet. Abrand-new airline offeting ValuFares as low as 39 and daily
nonstop DC-9 jer se1vice between Arlanra and Fo11 lauderdale, Tampa, Orlando, Jacksonville.
and Louisville. And Valujet never requires a round trip purcha ·e or a Sarurday night stay.
On December 9, we'll begin offeting nonstop service between Atlanta and
New Orleans, and Atlanta and Memphis.
You can make good connections through Atlanta to most of the cities Valujet serves.
Seats on all these routes are available, so make your holiday and Spring Break reservations no\\'.
For reservations and information, see your Travel Agent.
Or call Valujet at 1-800-VALU]ET (1-800-825-8538).
Because for eve1~1 reason you have for going
somewhere, we have a ValuFare that will get you
there for less.
0

0
A

I

R

Sears are limirecl and nm· nor be a,·ailable on all flights. Schedules and fores an.'
subject to change without notice. Fares do not include 53 Airport Passenger Facilir,·
Charge, where applicable. All fares are non-refundable. Resrfictions may appll'.
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PHREE COVER FOR LADIES BEFORE 11PM
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QUARTER PITCHER NIGHT

@=
9:30 TILL 2
QUARTER

PITCHER~

ARE

~OLD

BETWEEN 11PM AND 1AM

$1.00 BUD LONGNECKS
ALL NIGHT

UNDER·GROUND

$S.OO ALL YOU CAN DRINK
IOPM TILL ?
8FT VIDEO SCREEN
OPEN 6 NIGHTS A WEEK
ACROSS PHRUM UCF NEXT TO ROJO'S PIZZA

1

9

PHOR QUESTIONS CALL J82•PHUN
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UNFORTUNATELY; TIDS IS WHERE
PEOPLE ARE PUTTING
TOO MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS.

E

•

•

very year, a lot of people make a
huge mistake on their taxes. They
don't take advantage of tax deferral and
wind up sending Uncle Sam money they
could be saving for retirement.
Fortunately, that's a mistake you can
easily avoid ·with TIAA-CREF SRAs.
SRAs not only ease your current taxbite, they offer a remarkably easy way
to build retirement income-especially
for the "extras" that your regular pension
and Social Security benefits may not
cover. Because your contributions are
made in before-tax dollars, you pay less
taxes now. And since all earnings on
your SRA are tax-deferred as well, the

money you don't send to Washington
works even harder for you. Down the
road, that can make a dramatic difference
in your quality of life.
What else makes SRAs so special?
A range of allocation choices-from the
guaranteed security of TIAA to the
diversified investment accounts of
CREF's variable annuity-all backed
by the nation's number one retirement
system.
Why write off the chance for a more
rewarding retirement? Call today and
learn more about how TIAA-CREF
SRAs can help you enjoy many
happy returns.

Benefit tww .from tax deferral. Call our SRA hotline 1800-842-2733, ext. 8016.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it!M
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at UCF ~
Yard Apar·tments~

Claire Cour·t .
'

~.1963·
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on Campus
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Furnished Apartments
Cable and Data Capabilities ·
On-Campus Convenience
Private Bedrooms
Academic Rental Periods

•
•
•
•

Electricity
Air Conditioning/Heat
Water/Sewer
Local Telephone Service
. .

-~
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· ··

'
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···· ·· ·~· ··" -·

· .- ·
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Live on campus in tbis »ew ayJartment faci{it;-91 sitU£1teo near tbe beaut if u{ Lake c{aire yJicnic area. Eacb ayJartment
~ conUlins four (4) yJrivate heiJrooms1 with tw~ (2) full baths, living room anil kitcben (see floor plan). It is this single beoroom ~
..,
concept wb1cb makes tbese ayxntments .so umque.
.
~
Stuoent.s must be aomitteo to tbe Universit;-9 ynior to apyA~ing for tbese apartment.s a110 mu.st be upyJerdassmen ynior ~
§1§ ·~ to re,11ioi11g .i~ tbese faci{ities. Lake Claire Court~aro Apartme11ts are situateo arouno a Cormnons Bui{oing.
~~ 1-1-

~
~ II

lU-UU {OMMO~J W~U, ~~{l ~[D)le:

~

~~~·
~
~_!I

TYPICAL APARTMENT UNIT

• Community Center
• Laundry Facilities
• Postal Boxes
• Administrative Services
• Meeting Room Space
• T.V. Lounge

'

.

~
~II .

'

~
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CELEBRATE ST. PATTY'S
WITH THESE SONY MUSIC
IRISH FAVORITES AT

EAST-WEST DISCS & TAPES!
COME BACK TO
ERIN G OTHER
IRISH LOVE SONGS

THEY CALL IT
IRELAND

Includes the classics "'DANNY BOY,"
"DOONARIE," "GALWAY BAY" & more!

Features performances by CARMEL QUINN,
MAUREEN O'HARA, FRANK PARKER,
BRENDAN O'OOWDA, and others!

,m
@I~-

CLIP THIS COUPON , ,
& SAVE SOME GREEN -

r-$i:Oo-OFFANYSONY1/RiSH-1
MUSIC CD OR CASSETTE AT I
: EITHER EAST-WEST LOCATION :·
1
1
THRU 3131194
L~------------------~
PLUS
FREE IRISH DRINKING
CUP WITH PURCHASE!
I

KISS ME, I'M IRISH
18 all-time classics including:
" WHEN !RISH EYES ARE SMILING."
"IT'S A GREAT DAY FOR THE IRISH,"
"MACUSHLA"' & more!

WRAP THE GREEN FLAG:
FAVORITES OF THE CLANCY
BROTHERS WITH TOMMY MAKEM
Include. "PADDY WEST," "BOLD TENANT
FARMER," "THE RISING OF THE MOON" & morel

.K=.

•

EAST-WEST/WINTER PARK
240N. ORLANDO AVE.
(HWY. 17-92 JUST SOUTH OF THE MALL)
(407) 647-3655

~h:1rcl1
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Student Legal Services
Problems With:
Landlords
Insurance
Contracts
Traffic Tickets
. Need:
A Will
A Name Change
Uncontested Dissolution ·

UCF's Student Legal Services provides free
legal consultation and representation in
certain leg~l areas for qualified UCF students.
For informatio~ or an appointment
call 823-2538
or stop by the Student Center
Room 210 ·
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Funde4 through Activity & Service Fee
by the Student Government Association

The Student Wellness Advocate Team proudly
presents:

WELLN

EXPO
'94
TODAY

WEDNESDAY MARCH 9

- I lam- 2pm

On the Green
FEATURING:

Fi;ee Massages
Prize Drawings

Health Checks
Fitness Challeng:es

Free Food
Martial Arts

Fashion Show (featuring Orlando Magic Dancers)
t1:rlt ~dplap to «11"tr /f(Oirf;rtZe ~o.«11'trp th~o"!k, t/,,e, IP./.
.50 O~/Mkatiolfif to lu~~«. f~lf abua.tjU«Jl'ifef/.
hi" IKQl"e llf{'o (!all823-5811
M;tfP?fg /VELL!l/£ggtE!ITER

·::::CAB::::
CAMPUS ACTIVITIES BOARD

'

•

'
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A look at the women's tourney
University of Central
Florida Golden Knights
1993-94 RECORD: 11-14,
8-4
KEY PLAYERS: F
Tamika Coley (5-11 So.,
19.8 ppg, 12.1 rpg, 57
steals), G Missy Briscoe (57 Sr., 9.0 ppg, .780 free throw percentage, 98
assists)
TOURNEY OUTLOOK: Should definitely
make it to second round; mental attitude will
effect advancement; has talent to go to final
game
College of Charleston Lady
Cougars
1993-94 RECORD: 12-12,
3-8
vs. UCF: 0-2
KEY PLAYERS: F
Meredith Allen (5-11 Sr.,
14.9 ppg, 10.3 rpg, 52 steals), G Natalie Seel (59 Sr., 15.8 ppg, 7.3 rpg, 71 assists)
TOURNEY OUTLOOK: No bench; should be
knocked out by Stetson in
first round.

•

Florida International
Golden Panthers
1993-94 RECORD: 223,10-1
vs. UCF: 2-0
KEY PLAYERS: C
Alhena Branzova (6-5 Jr., 20.4 ppg, 8.7 rpg,
.833 free throw percentage), G Andrea Nagy
(5-7 Jr., 17.0 ppg, 276 assists), G Tana
Pokorna (6--0 So., 14.0 ppg, 5.6 rpg, 90 steals)
TOURNEY OUTLOOK: Height and
experience are advantages; most well-rounded
team; they have been beaten once this season,
so it can be done, but it will not be easy; firstround bye will help
compiled by Jenny Duncanson

I •

Georgia State .Lady Panthers
1993-94 RECORD: 9-16, 3-8
vs. UCF: 0-2
KEY PLAYERS: C Lakia
Hayes (6-2 Fr., 15.4 ppg, 9.3
rpg), F Nerissa Mattox (5-11
Sr., 11.2 ppg, 7.7 rpg, 62
steals), C Rhian Jones (6-2
So., 11.0 ppg, 8.0 rpg)
TOURNEY OUTLOOK: Can match UCF's
starters, but not the bench; out in first round
Mercer University Lady Bears
1993-94 RECORD: 5-18, 1-11
vs. UCF: 0-2
KEY PLAYER: G Lashon
Brown (5-8 So., 16.9 ppg)
TOURNEY OUTLOOK: Not
a contender; will lose to SLU
in first round
Southea'stern Louisiana University Lady Lions
1993-94 RECORD: 19-5, 9-2
vs. UCF: 1-1
KEY PLAYERS: C Rena
Faust (6-1Jr.,15.3 ppg, 7.0
rpg), F Faye Adams (5-6 Jr.,
15.3 ppg, 62 steals), C Deneka
Knowles (6-1 So.,14.7 ppg, 9.6
rpg)
TOURNEY OUTLOOK: Will
be in trouble against a good inside defense; has a
good all-around defense and could be a title
contender
Stetson University Hatters
1993-94 RECORD: 14-12, 6-6
vs. UCF: 1-1
KEY PLAYERS: G Kim
Lucas (5-8 Jr., 13.8 ppg, 41
steals), F Lamilia Ford (6-0
So., 12.6 ppg, 8.8 rpg, 52
steals), G Kristen Follis (5-5
Sr., 12.7 ppg, 109 assists)
TOURNEY OUTLOOK: Will make it out of the
first round, but then will have to face FIU; could
surprise if they play well

Silverado Gri

Woodcreek Square - On Red Bug Rd. 3/4 mi. west Tu kawtlla Rd
in Winter Springs, 695-8868 Open 4pm-2am Mon.-Fri.,S1 .7c. un. l?_p~~~u~

LIVE COUNTRY MUSIC
Wed.-Sat. Starts at 9pm
This Week "DIXIE' FLYERS"
NO COVER CHARGE!
~

Mon. & Tues. 20¢ Wings 4am- l2am

~Wed. 25¢ Drafts 20¢ Wings 9pm- 2am

Free Line Dancing Lessons ! Starts at 8; 15 pm
~ Thurs. Ladies Night-Ladies Drir
Free Wells or Drafts 9pm- 1pm
~
Sun. Happy Hour A J Day!!
- - -··-·--------·
------- - ----

j

~~

1"

llFl!/ll~IL'I
Equal ~~mployment Opportunity/ Affirmative Action Employer

Roadway Package Syste111,
a small package carrier has part-time openings
for package handlers. The position is for loading and unloading trucks and moving packages
within the terminal.

Work shifts available:
2am- 6:30 am
5:30 pm-9:30 pm

Salary is ~7 per hour
Apply to: Roadway Package System
3001 Old Winter Garden Road
or call (407) 297-3715

BEDDING SALE!
MATTRESS SETS

SPECIAL
PRICES
FOR
UCF STUDENTS
Twin
$49 each
Full

$55

Queen

$69 each

eac~

ALL NEW MERCHANDISE
SAME DAY DELIVERY.

•

4 pc. Bedroom Set

$199

(Similar to picture)

NCAA
from page 1

Victor Saxton was the tournament's Most
ValuablePlayer,anawardselectedbythemediaand
officials.
Over three games, Saxton averaged 15 points
and added seven rebounds per contest He 1~ the
Knights against Stetson with I7 points, three
rebounds and three blocks.
"I think its the best way I could go out," said
Saxton, also acknowledging the season is not yet
over.
Joining Saxton on the All-Tournament team
were Davis and Ochiel Swaby from UCF and Travis
Garrett, Bryant Conner and Patrick Sams from
Stetson.
UCF faced Stetson for the third time this season
and, as before, it came down to the last minute before
the Knights could pull out the victory. Both teams
experienced offensive lulls, possibly because of the
significance of the game.
The Hatters came out strong defensively and
jumped out to an early 15-7 lead. UCF then hung
with Stetson, slowly chipping away at their lead.
The Hatters then went cold and didn' tscore for a 10minute stretch, allowing UCF to go to the locker
room with a 36-28 halftime lead
The Knights came out strong in the second half
andbuiltthemarginto 15pointswith 14rninutesand
52 seconds remaining. Then UCF went cold and
Stetson wentona 15-2runcuttingUCF'sleadto5250 at the 10:21 mark.
Stetson continued its surge and took a four-point
lead (64-60) with 3:36 left on a lay-up by Sams. The
game turned into a nail-biter with the hopes and
dreams of both teams depending on seconds.
James Walker and Swaby then made four
consecutive foul shots forthe Knights to tie the game
at 64 a piece.
Then Conner sunk one of two from the foul line
to put the Hatters ahead 65-64.
A layup by Davis and two more free throws, this
time by Patrick Butts, made it UCF 68-65. But then

Victor Saxton capped off a great ~n with an outstanding tournament
perfonnance, earning him tourney MVP honors. (DeHoog/Future)

Walker fouled Sams for his fifth personal and
had to sit on the bench and watch his teammates
detennine the future of the Knights.
"I was praying. I was fixing to cry," said
Walker.
Sams stepped up and sunk both shots from the
charity stripe to make it 68-67, UCF, with 33.4
seconds to go. The Knights had the chance to put
it away with the shot clock off, but the full court
pressure by the Hatters caused Butts to dribble
off his leg. Then Sams, who led Stetson with I7
points, got a good look at the basket but couldn't
connect
"It's like it [the ball] went in and came out,"
said Sams.
Butts stole the rebound and was fouled with
3.4 seconds left. He made both free throws and
gave UCF a 70-67 lead.
"I knew that making both free throws could
win the game for us," said Butts.
Stetson then threw a long pass to Conner but
he dribbled out ofbounds. All the Knights had to
do was inbound the ball. Pandemonium ensued
as the buzzer sounded and hundreds of fans
rushed the court to show their enthusiasm and
appreciation.
"All year long they [the players] stepped up
and made great plays at the end of the game and
they certainly did that today," said Speraw.
The victory is especially sweet for seniors
Saxton, Walker, SinuaPhillips and Eddie Foster,
as each game could have been their last. Each
played inspired, fighting tooth and nail for his last
chance to go to the next step.
"It still hasn't sunk in," said Walker after the
game.
But it wasn't only the seniors. Everyone
seemed to step up their game, and that is what
brought UCF to the winner's circle.
The Knights now have until at least March 17
before playing in the first round of the NCAA
tournament. The seedings and locations will be
announced Sunday.

ERVE UP
A.WINNER!
EVIAN® NATURAL SPRING WATER
·INVITES COLLEGE STUDENTS
ACROSS THE COUNTRY TO SPIKE IN
STYLE IN EVIAN SPIKEFEST A DYNAMIC COED VOLLEYBALL
PROGRAM TRAVELING TO

50 CAMPUSES THIS SPRING.
MANY EVENTS WILL FEATURE
BEACH VOLLEYBALL ATMOSPHERE
EVIAN WATER SAMPLING,
MUSIC,

•MU+•

AND

VOLLEYBALL COLLECTIBLES

PRESENTED BY

evian®
natural spring water
(l•SiliC•1ilJ
1994 EVIAN SPIKEFEST COLLEGES
AMERl<;AN UNIV.• BALL STATE• BOSTON COLLEGE• CORNELL• CAL. STATE-SACRAMENTO• DRAKE• FAIRLEIGH 01<;KINSON •FLORIDA STATE
LOUISIANA

STATE

UNIV • •

MARQUETTE

•

NORTHEASTERN

•

OHIO

STATE

•

OREGON

STATE

•

PEPPERDINE

•

RICE

•

SETON

HALL

•

•GEORGIA STATE• HOFSTRA• LOYOLA MARYMOUNT UNIV.
Soun-tERN

METHODIST

•

ST.

JOHN'S

•

SUNY·BUFFALO

SUNY·STONY BROOK • SYRACUSE • TEXAS A8:M • TEXAS CHRISTIAN • UNIV, OF ALABAMA • UNIV. OF ARIZONA • UNIV. OF ARKANSAS • UC-BERKELEY • UC-DAVIS • UC-IRVINE • UCLA • UC-SAN DIEGO
UC-SANTA BARBARA • UNIV. OF CENTRAL FLORIDA • UNIV . OF DENVER • UNIV. OF ILLINOIS-CHl(;AGO • KANSAS • UMASS • MIAMI • UNIV. OF NEW ORLEANS • UNLV • UNIV. OF SOUTHERN C,.LIFORNIA
TENNESSEE• TEXAS-ARLINGTON •WASHINGTON •VIRGINIA TECHNICAL INSTITUTE• WESTERN WASHINGTON• YALE
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Golden Knights win fifth in a row, continue to roll
by JASON SWANCEY
Staff Writer

Eddy Garcia contributed offensively, but his biggest
impact was on the defensive end. Garcia made
several key stops at the hot comer. (Baclar/Future)

Sports
·Briefs
Aerobics Sign-In Procedur~s
You may call 823-3090 after
8 a.m. to reserve a spot in
that day's class. Validated
ID and towel required at
check-in. Names will be
called 10 minutes before
class. Unclaimed spots will
be given to sta~d-bys.
For Runners:
Citrus Classic lOK, SK, 1
mile
Saturday, March 19, 1 mile7:30 a.m., lOK- 8 a.m., SK9:30 a.m.
Winter Haven
$10 - 10K, $8 - SK, $S - 1
mile through March 12; $12
- lOK, $10 - SK, $61 mile
from March 14 to March 18;
$1S - lOK, $12 - SK, $8 - 1
mile day of race. Proceeds:
Winter Haven Hospital
Foundation ,
Home Depot Winter'Park
Road Race lOK and 2 mile
Fun Run
Saturday, March 26 2 mile 7 a.m., lOK - 7:30 a.m.
Winter Park
$10 - lOK, $8 2 mile through
March 19; $13 - lOK, $10 - 2
mile from March 21 to
March 25; $16 - lOK, $12 - 2
mile day of race. Proceeds:
The Meridian Club of
Winter Park Scholarship
Fund

The winning streak stays in tact and the momentum continues to roll for the Golden Knights baseball team. UCF kept
their streak alive at five wins in a row by downing the
Boilermakers of Purdue Sunday in a come from behind 5-4
victory. Granted, this win didn't generate the enthusiasm the
basketball team had the day before, but it's another step in the
right direction for UCF athletics.
UCF (9-6) punched in for work at 1 p.m. Saturday and got the
job done, sweeping adoubleheaderfromFloridaA&M. The wins
were big in both senses of the word. These were key victories, 143 and 10-2, the type of games a good team has to win.
UCF coach Jay Bergman sees momentum as a must for this
team. "We have to keep tllis winning streak alive, this team
cannot afford to be sporadic."
Mike Halperin (2-3) got the nod in the first game of
Saturday's twinbilling. Although he had been struggling, he
had no problem Saturday, racking up 10 strikeouts through six
innings and lowering his E.R.A. to 2.93. In the following
game, Brian Scutero (2-0) and Brian Gomes combined for
four strikeouts while allowing only one earned run.
Don't let the high scores fool you, the Golden Knights
·managed only 13 hits againstFAMU. However, the generous
Rattlers committed 11 errors, almost matching the Knights'
hit total.

The Knights' pitching has been there all season to pick up
the slack left by the offense. Finally on Sunday everything
came together in the same game. Although you wouldn't have
known it by watching the Knights' shabby performance in the
first two innings. UCFlefty Jay Veniard was chased afteronly
1 Y3 innings, giving up four hits and walking two in his
abbreviated appearance. However, Steve Golden came in to
stop the bleeding, pitching 7 1/3 innings and allowing no runs
on three hits.
Golden relishes his role as reliever, "I love this, these are
the opportunities I wait for. Anytime I can come in and help
my team I win it's a big thrill for me."
Offensively Matt Amman was the Knights' star on Sunday. He had two hits, but more importantly he had the game
winning hit. Amman came up to bat in the bottom of the ninth
with two outs and Eric Golden on second base. Amman laced
a frozen rope down the line to win the game 5-4 and improve
on his .273 batting average.
The Golden Knights have a tough road ahead. They will
face Vanderbilt today at 3 p.m. at the UCF Baseball Complex.
Also, the Golden Knights will begin Trans America Athletic
Conference play March 25 against the College of Charleston.
"These next two weeks are crucial for us. We have to win
all these games, and continue to win heading into conference
play. So these upcoming series will be the true test," said
Bergman.

Is she leaving? She'sgother
.

.

keys out.••maybe. OK, cool, it's a good space, too.

''E xcuse me, M-1s-s, ....bu•
t.

are you leaving your parking space, you know, like,
now, or sometime time soon •••••••• Uuhh, OK. You're
not? OK. Well, I see you're getting into your car...

Oh, OK, you're iust going
to sit in your car and study.
So, you're not leaving? OK, well, thanks anyway..."

For information about any
of the above events call 8965473
Rec Services
Racquetball Tournament
The tourney will be held
March 25-26. Sign-up by
March 24. Call 823-2408 or
stop by Rec Services room
101 (by the pool) for an
entry form.

Park out. Shuttle

•1n. No

~

sweat.9

A pre-spring break departure from the usual sports fare

Spring is in the air and air is in Tri vial
Trylko's head. He wants to take a week off
from his well-researched, time-consuming,
in-depth column to ramble. And since I'm
such a nice co-editor, I've agreed.
But, since I do not like this weather (yes,
I would much rather be lying next to a fire
after a day on the slopes skiing in four feet of
white powder), my ramblings won't be so
light, airy and "springy."
Trivial wants to spout off about "A few
of my favorite things."
Yes, he's been skipping around the office
singing like Julie Andrews (though not as
well).
I'm remiss ifl didn't begin with saying
that one of my favorite things is the fact the
Golden Knights just won the TAAC
Tournament and are headed for the Big
Dance. Congrats to the team, I hope you
kick a--.
Likewise for the women's team, who are
headed to the TAAC Tourney this week.
Two conference champions at this school in
one week would be awesome!
Now, I was having a difficult time coming
up with something as profound as Yogi Bear
to ramble about when a 10-year-old who
swims on my team gave me the perfect topic.
With the infinite wisdom of a fourth grader, he
looked at me and said, ''You know, coach, life
is like swimming. Sometimes you float and
sometimes you sink."
Of course, I can't think of what is so
complicated about a 10-year-old's life that
he would come up with that, but he's right.
And with that in mind, I would like to draw
a few comparisons.
Life is like football. Sometimes you're
on offense, sometimes you're on defense.
There are always judgemental guys just
waiting to blow the whistle on you. And
everyone needs time outs.
Life is like basketball. Sometimes it jams
and sometimes you need free throws to get
by.
Life is like luge. There's a lot of twists
and turns and you can't see where you're
going.
Life is like diving. Sometimes you just

•

have to jump, and hope for the best.
A very personal note here. I am probably
going to hear it from Linda Gooch and the
UCF cheerleaders because I didn't run
anything about them winning the TAAC
title in - no I'm no~ making this up cheerleading. Sorry guys, but that is NOT a
sport. I repeat, that is NOT a sport.
. The very word describes what defines a
good cheerleader, leading cheers. And I'm
sorry, but UCF' s cheerleaders don't do that
very well.
The band does more to get the crowd
pumped-up during time outs. Let me paint
you a picture:
The basketball team takes a .time out.
Aretha Franklin's Respect is broadcast over
the speakers. The "cheerleaders" come on to
the fl.oor. Three men pick up a small
cheerleader and throw her in the air. As
Aretha sings "R-E-S-P-E-C-T," the girl
spreads her legs in mid-air before the whole
audience. Yeah, really respectful.
That may excite· a few men in the
audience, but it does not lead cheers. And
judging by the lack of apathy and school
spirjt, I would say the cheerle.aders need to
find a better way to get fans involved. Get a
whole crowd into the arena and excited
about a game, and I'll buy you a·trophy
myself.
I'm going to borrow something from
fellow columnist Brian Costello (a.k.a.
Journalism Man). After all, imitation is the
highest form of flattery.
You can stop reading now.

Each week Brian .Costello, Opinion
Editor, poetry editor and author of "Le
Soapbox," rambles about the mundane. Last
week's hilarious column focused·on Swiss
Cake roll&.
Well, Mr. Costello has inspired m~. Ms.
Duncanson and I agreed (peace in Bosnia
may soon follow) to devote our columns to
a few of our favorite things.
Space only allows me to mention a few,
but here they are in no particular order.
YOGI BEAR-The late-1950s early60s cartoon lives on in reruns. The
adventures of Yogi and Boo Boo pop up on
cable and can also be seen weekday
afternoons at 2:30 on channel 18.
I'm convinced there would be peace on
Earth if everyone took 30 minutes out of
each day and watched Yogi's hijinks. The
smarter-than-the-average bear keeps me
glued to the set each afternoon. Who could
ask for anything more?
"SEINFELD" - Meanwhile, the other
TV show I never rriiss is "Seinfeld." I
discovered Jerry Seinfeld's show long
before it was the rriega-hit it is today. I
would talk about moments from the show
and get strange glances.
No one I knew watched it or knew what
I was talking about when I said, "These
pretzels are making me thirsty'."
I'm glad the show's a success, but I miss
being one of the few people who remember
when the show was c;alled "The Seinfeld
Chronicles."
PEZ DISPENSERS-I'm forever in
debt to "Seinfeld" episode 32, which

Aerobic Schedule
- . spring 1994Time
10 a.m.
11 a.m.
Noon
3 p.m.
4: 15 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
6:45 p.m.

Room
Arena
Arena
MPR
Arena
Arena
Arena
Arena

MON
Step

TUES
Step

WED
Step

Low
Hi/Low
Hi/Low
High
Step
High
Dance
Hi/Low Step
Fae/Staff Dance
Step
Step
Step
Step

THURS FRI SAT
Step
Step
Step
Low
Hi/LowAd.Step Step
Karate
Step
Fae/Staff Step
Step
Step

AQUA AEROBICS WILL RESUME AFTER SPRING BREAK
Pool
Aqua
Aqua
Noon
Aqua
Aqua
Pool
Aqua
5:30 p.m.
Aqua

featured a Tweety Bird pez dispenser.
Thanks to that show, I got hooked on
collecting these plastic art forms. I've got
69 of them at last count.
Hey, before you laugh, think of another
hobby that allows you to go on a buying
binge and still have change left over from a
10. If you're interested in swapping pez
stories or dispensers, drop me a line at the
Future. I've got an extra Kermit the Frog if
you're interested.
GU~MY BEARS & MOUNTAIN
DEW - Anyone who knows me can
document I go thru two packages of Gummy
Bears a day. In fact, I'm convinced I'm
keeping the UCF bookstore profitable with
. my 10-pack-a-week habit.
For just a buck, you get more than 50
sugary, gooey, multi-colored little bears. I
liberally share them, so they bring pleasure
to many of my friends and colleagues.
And, you know, they go great with a
cold can of Mountain Dew. But, not one of
those cans from any of UCF' s vending
machines. I won't give my change to the
State Board of Regents and their filet
mignon dinners.
Anyway, doing it with Dew means being
on a caffeine high for a few hours every
afternoon.
CHICAGO CUBS - This sports
column wouldn't be complete without a
mention of my tavonte baseball team . You
know, if they just get a third, fourth and
fifth starter, they'll win it aJl.
·
My faithful readers know I bleed red,
white and bluemostoftheyear. GoCubbies!
Thanks for allowing me to share the
above with you. Mr. Costello isn ' t t.P.e only
one who enjoys the simple pleasures in life.
By the way Mr. Suds, f--- you and lay off
WUCF.
Before I close, best of luck wishes to the
men 's basketball team as they prepare for a
first round game in the NCAA Tournament.
Go Knights!
Have a fun , safe Spring Break and until
March 23, remember, the sports beat goes
on.

rhe 1994 Evian Spike
Fest 4-on-4 sand
volleyball tournament
stops at UCF March 2127. Competition will
fea tu re male, fem ale and
co-ed teams. The
volleyball tourney will
also indude plenty of
Evian bottled water and
prizes. Music and a
barbecue will be provided
during the Spike Fest
Championship Sunday,
March 27.
For more information on
how to get on a team, call
Recreational Services at
823-2408 or stop by RS
101 (by the pool).

)
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UCF football team ends spring
practice with black and gold game
by JASON SWANCEY
Staff Writer

•

The much anticipated Gold and Black game took place
Saturday at Lake Howell High School. For those who were
at the basketball game and didn't happen to hear, the Gold
downed the Black 17-13 in UCF' s annual spring football
scrimmage.
The Gold was Jed by Darrin Hinshaw and Gerod Davis.
Hinshaw completed 20 of 41 passes for 193 yards and two
touchdowns. Meanwhile on the ground for the Gold it was
all Davis, who rushed for 100 yards on i8 carries.
Hinshaw was able to make it to the game just in time.
Earlier he was taking part in the basketball teams' victory
over the Stetson Hatters, 70-67, at the UCF Arena. In
addition to quarterbacking the Knights, Hinshaw is on
UCF's basketball roster.
"I got my basketball uniform off and ran out of the
arena to my car and made out just in time to start the

Aqua aerobics returns
following spring break.
Classes will be held at
noon Monday-Thursday
and 5:30 p.m. on Monday
and Wednesday. Students
can participate with a
validated ID. Faculty/staff
interested in getting
involved can purchase an
ID card thru Recreational
Services. For more
information on aerobics
call 823-2408 and ask for
Joanne Piersall.

•

Ten Trivial Tidbits overheard after UCF's
TAAC tourney win over Stetson

football game," Hinshaw told The Orlando Sentinel.
Fullback Bob Manello had a good day as well, as he was
on the receiving end of both Hinshaw touchdowns.
But this was the day for UCF's newest tailback to shine.
And shine is just what Marquette Smith did, bolstering the
Black team's running attack gaining 95 yards on 18 attempts.
Smith also scored both of the Black team's touchdowns.
The first came from 10 yards out with 14:52 left in the first
half. Then he showed his versatility, catching a Jeff
McCrone pass and rumbling 60 yards for the score as time
ran out.
"I have a great feeling about playing here at UCF,"
Smith told The Orlando Sentinel. "We have a great offensive line that can block downfield as well as any ~earn I've
been on. We have four tailbacks that are going to make
each other better."
Last year, the Golden Knights made the Division I-AA
playoffs, losing to eventual champion Youngstown St.
UCF is scheduled to begin Division I-A play in 1996.

10.) Damn, we wish Joe Dean could see this.
9.) Da, da, da ...... da, da, da (ESPN ' s theme for those
not musically inclined)
8.) See Tonya, we didn't have to cripple the other
team to win.
7.) ESPN announcers: Now, how do you pronounce
that Ochiel guy's last name?
6.) Coastal Carolina, Santa Clara, Cleveland State,
...UCF!
S.) A Razorback can't beat a Golden Knight. The
Knight has a sword. Duh.
4.) M&M's, two for a buck in honor of John Candy.
3.) Gee, charging students really made sense.
2.) Now that they're TAAC champs, I'm not.
ashamed to admit, I was beaten up by a UCF
cheerleader.
1.) Hey Beavis, didn't they used to be Florida Tech
or something.

Get e:Xcellence iii dentistry; and care you'll feel comfortable with.-I'm Dr. George Yarko, D.D.S., and I've provided ihe people
of Orl~ndo with the latest, safest dental treatments and
co11liortable care for over eight years. · And I'd like you
io experience my personalized care, too. So please
accept ·my offer for a complete dental exa111 for only
. 524, an $89.value . . Call 282-2101 for your appointment.
Onlyfor U.C.F. Students with Valid i.D: .-

$24 complete dental exam and consultation
·

(an $89 value) includes:

Health history taken • Check for loose fillings or
crowns • Check gums for disease • Oral cancer
screening • Cosmetic screening to check for chipped,
crooked, or discolored teeth • TMJ screening to check
for cause of jaw pain, if any • Discuss findings .• Get
·
treatment recommendations
.
c'all today, because this offer ends 4/30/94

George Yarko, D.D.S.

East Orlando Dental

Certified: Dental Implant Prosthetics .
~lem!Jer: American Dental Association,
.
Ac:.demr of General Dentistry, Academy for
. Sports Demisuy, Florida Deneal Associacion,

17780 E. Colonial Ddve, Orlando, FL 32817
(Comer of Hwy. 50 and Alafaya Tr.)

Greater Orlando DeQl:ll Society
T~m Dentist: Unlv~nlty o('Cen_tral F1orlcla1

Call 282-2101

11 is our om·,.., policy lh•ll 1hc p•llient and <1n>· 01hcr person responsible for payment has 1hc right to ri:fu~ 10 pay, caned pap11cnt, or he reimbursed for paymem for any 01h er serYicc, cxamin:uion, or 1re a1mcn1 wh ich is
Jl<:rfnrr11i:d as a r<'Sull o f :ind wi1hin '2 lwur~ of ri:sponding to 1hc ad,·c ni,;emcnl for the free. clis.:o unted fee , or reduced fee service, cx:imination, or 1rc:u111.,nt.
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Woody Dudley, D.V.M.
Birds, cats, dogs, reptiles and exotics.
*Special rates for students, f acuity and staff*
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Mitchell Hammock Veterinary Clinic
45 A1afaya Woods Blvd.
Oviedo, Fl 32765

\4·--~· (407) 366-7323

2 l/2miles north of c~rnpus in World Gym Shopping Center

•

11 :00 A.M.
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MASS
SUNDAY
SOL
281-4438

...

1501 Alafaya Trail

Saturday Vigil Mass: 6 p.m.
Sunday Masses:
8 a.m.,10:30 p.m. & 12 p.m.

275-0841
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The Florida State University London Study Center will have a series of
3 week, 3 credit classes in a wide variety of subjects.

u

The program fee of $1850 focludes room, trip to Paris, field trips,
International Student ID card, medical insurance, and London
orientation. It does not include airfare, tuition, food, or personal
expenses.
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St. Josepli's Cat!ioCic Cliurcli
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Choose your three week session from the following dates:
May 27 - June 16
May 6 - May 26
June 17 - July 7
Jul_y 8 - July 28
July 29 - August 18

STUDY ABROAD
-P R 0 G R A M S
FLORENCE 8 LONDON I COSTA RICA

1-800-3 74-8581
904-644-3272
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Women's basketball team begins its
Cinderella quest for TAAC tourney title
by JENNY DUNCANSON
Sports Editor

The Lady Knights ended the regular season
onasournote Thursday, losing to Stetson, 72-66.
But that's not what UCF head coach Jerry
Richardson or the team is thinking about now.
Tomorrow the women's Trans America
Athletic Conference tournament begins at
Southeastern Louisiana. The TAAC Champion
receives an automatic bid to the NCAA
tournament.
UCF's 8-4 TAAC record (11-14 for the
season) is good enough to seed them third in the
seven-team field. That may surprise the people
who picked UCF to finish dead last in the
conference. And the women hope to shock a few

Fill. SLU head coach Frank Schneider said the
team's regular season win over F1U gives them
a lot of confidence at tournament time.
'We told our team, 'you know you can beat
them'," Schneider said. ''But I don't know how
we will respond or how they (FIU) will respond.
They are picked to win it, but you have to go out
and earn it."
Schneider feels his defense and inside play
will carry his team a long way in the tournament.
He also likes the home-court advantage.
''If you look around the league, you'll see
everyone does better at home," Schneider said.
SLU enjoys an overall home record of 11-L
F1U has been hot all season, and they are
ranked 20th in the nation. Not to mention they
have the TAAC's leading offense and defense.

Stetson
UCF
GSU

--

Champion

-

•
\

•

THURSDAY
Women's Basketball@ Trans America
Athletic Conference Tournament @
Southeastern Louisiana (thru Sat.)
Men's and Women's Tennis vs. Valparaiso
2p.m.

•
I

•

more people before the season is over.
The Lady Knights will face Georgia State
University in the first game. The Lady Knights
beat the Lady Panthers in both regular season
meetings.
The Knights' biggest advantage is sophomore
Tamika Coley. Coley leads the TAACin scoring
(averaging 20.3 ppg) and rebounding (12.0 rpg).
She is also in the top 40 women in the nation in
scoring.
The key to UCF advancing in the tournament
is the bench, whichhas beenastrongpointforthe
team this season. When four or more Knights
score in double digits, the women usually win.
On paper, the Lady Knights shouldn't have a
problem in the first round. Both UCF' s offense
and defense are ranked third in the conference.
But advancing will likely mean facing host
Southeastern Louisiana and then number-one
Florida International.
SLU accounts for HU' sonly TAAC loss and
is second.
And, they took over second courtesy of a sixgame winning streak at the end of the season. H
they can keep the momentum going and not
falter in the tournament, they will be a tough
obstacle between UCF and the title. H they do
overcome UCF, they will get another shot at

•

TONIGHT
Baseball vs. Vanderbilt 3 p.m.
(WUCF FM 89.9)

Mercer
SLU

The men's and women ' s tennis
teams began conference matches this
week. And the Trans America Athletic
Conference is providing some difficult
match-ups.
Both teams faced the College of
Charleston March 4. The doubles team
of Adrienne Wood and Elisabeth
Granquist took the only win for the
women. The men won, 6-1.
Both teams took on Florida
International March 5 and tacked up
two more losses. Christian Carlstrom
recovered from his loss against
Charleston and took his match in two
sets, but it was the only win for the
men. The women lost every match in
straight sets.
The women's season record is 4-5,
while the men fall to 8-3.

~=·~:,?

FIU
CofC

"

Fill head coach Cindy Russo said the team isn't
feeling any pressure in the TAAC.
''I don't think we feel any pressure (being in
first), we've been there all season," said Russo.
'Thisiswhatwe'vebeen workingfor. We're not
nervous at all."
The first place seeding gives F1U a first-round
bye and, hence, an extra day of rest. Russo
conceded any team they face will have the
disadvantage of an extra game. "When you' re

FRIDAY
Baseball vs. Michigan 7 p.m.

Defense is going to be a key to success
for the Lady Knights. (DeHoog/Future)

playing your third game you may be mentally
tired," Russo said. ''It's an advantage to play just

two games."
In the face of these obstacles, many critics
would say UCF doesn't stand much of a chance.
It may be a Cinderella story to some, but it's
certainly not out of the question.

TAAC WOMEN'S BASKETBALL STANDINGS
(through March 3)

Fl. International
Southeastern La.
UCF
Stetson
C. of Charleston
Georgia St.
Mercer
Florida Atlantic*

Conference
W-L
11-1
10-2
8-4
6-6
3-9
3-9
1-11

All games
W-L
23-3
20-5
11-14
14-12
12-13
9-17
6-18
5-22

*FAU begins TAAC play in 1994-95

UCF's members of the
All-Tournament team
accept the TAAC trophy-Ochiel Swaby,
Victor Saxton and
Darryl Davis. The
Knights will play in the
NCAA tournament
which begins March
17. (DeHoog/Future)

SATURDAY
Men's and Women's Tennis vs. Pittsburgh
lOa.m.
Men's and Women's Track@ FAMU relays
Baseball vs. Michigan 3 p.m. (DH)
SUNDAY
Baseball vs. University of Florida 2 p.m.
(WUCF FM 89.9)
Women's Tennis vs. Wisconsin, Milwaukee
9a.m.

.

MONDAY
Men's Golf@ Seminole Intercollegiate
Tournament@ Tallahassee (thru Tues.)
Women's Tennis vs. Northern Illinois 9 a.m.
Men's Tennis vs. North Carolina St. 2 p.m.
TUESDAY
Women's Tennis vs. Southern Illinois 9 a.m.
Men's Tennis vs. Army 11 a.m.
Baseball vs. Rider 7 p.m.

•

MARCH16
Men's and Women's Track vs. Navy
Women's Tennis vs. Wisconsin, Green Bay
9a.m.
Men's Tennis vs. Louisville 11:30 a.m.
Baseball vs. Rider 7 p.m.
MARCH17
Men's Basketball @ NCAA Tournament

TBA
Baseball vs. Rider 7 p.m.
(WUCF FM 89.9, unless pre-empted by
men's basketball coverage)
MARCH19
Men's and Women's Track @ FSU relays
Baseball @ Florida Atlantic University 7
p.m.
MARCH20
Baseball@ Florida Atlantic University
(DH) 1 p.m.
MARCH21
Baseball vs. Cleveland State (DH) 3 p.m.
Women's Tennis vs. Cleveland State 3:30
p.rn.
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